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Provost Marshal General Movies of Americans ir France
Crowder Urges Prompt AcShown in Neutral and Altion in Administration's Plan
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DEPICT WORK 0 F

VERY IMPORTANT

WOULD ADD 13 MILLION

PROGRESS OF WAR IS
MADE VIVID TO PEOPLE

REGISTRANTS TO LIST

Censorship Rules Do Not Per-- v Notwithstanding This the Pur
mit Any Specific Statements
suit Continues and the Teuof How Many Men: Are to
tons Are Yielding Before
Be Sent Abroad, or When.
Pursurers' Heavy Blows,
tY

A. E.

POIAER OF NATION

NORTH OF AISNE

Gen, March Will Be Able to Germans Continue Their ReMake Public Tomorrow as
treat Toward RiverJ Beyond
Which They Hope to Escape
Much of the Program as
May be Disclosed at Present
Onslaughts of Allies,
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Inspecting the Marines Near the Battle Front
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MONINO JOURNAL MVrU, l.MO WINS
MORNING
by the Associated
JOURNAL aPIOAL LIARRO WtAg
Prose.)
Washington, Aug. ft. Provost Mar
Washington, Aug. 6. The story of
enThe Germans now are imposing
shal General Crowder today urged
the govei nment's policy and activities
actment of the iidmimstiation'fi man- in pictorializlng the
strong opposition to the further adwar, not only' for
power program, which was introduced record and
vance of the allied troops along the
Information but for moral
sugl oth bouses of congress,
r.nd
,in
- -v
'
..
Vesle rver from the east of Solssons
v
.. . .f. .- ,gested September d as registration day ut home und for "combatting the
to the region west of Rheims.
for tho 1 3,000,000 men between till- German lie In other countries of the
Perfect order of uniform and ctiiilpnicnt Ih' a rigidly nf,:v'l
In oilier
in the Marine Corps a
Meantime the main bodies of the bra ml us til liu:
ages of lx and 4", whoso names arc world," Is told in a report which 8ec
.servile.
Kvcn in nction
n
erdil n niiioiint r i
is cnrrliMl on by Ibo officers.
lm
not already on the nation's selective retary Tiajier has laid before congress.
enemy army continue to make their Sunltiilidli and .Iriiiilincss arc (tlicr r'i,ilsili's if every fighters. 1'botc; shows olficiTH
u iiOrllon of
service list.
It is in reply to a resolution of Inway toward the Alsne to the north of marine K)imt near tin buttle line.
T'nless immediate steps nro taken to
which stream they hope somewhere to
quiry regarding motion and still picGeneral
men.
additional
provide
tures of the American expeditionary
reach a haven of safety from the perbeen given.
Crowder said, tho wrvkly registra- forco and of the
military preparations
At the war department it was said sistent onslaught of he allied troops
21
of
of
as
men
tion
years
they attain
at home; and It shows a comprehenthat by next Wednesday, General which in less than three weeks have
age will be necessary to fill the draft sive system of
picture activity safeSoissonB-Rhelm- s
March would be able to give out a nil but blotted out
the
(Hildas after September 1, when only
'
a
guarded
system devised
by
permit
statement of as much of the plans as
salient.
100,000 or the 1018 registrants will be by the committee on
public Informasafely may be disclosed at that stage.
Notwithstanding the bringing intf
available.
tion and approved by the war departHEAVY ALONG
Meanwhile tlte. censorship regarding play by the enemy of
numbers
Chairman Chamberlain announced ment.
the actual movement of troops does of machine guns and artillery of
that tho senate military committee
The pictures are taken by signal
not permit of any specific statements. heavier caliber the employment of
would meet tomorrow, llo said ho did corps units
and are shown in thoulV MODNIN4 JOURNAL fPICIAU LCA4EO Wlf
There is no objection to the state- largo numbers of picked troops, innecesbo
not
would
think
D.
hearings
The crown prince
sands of motion picture houses under
Paris, Aug.
d
ment that if the military laws that cluding the
Prussian guards!
or
lour
three
and
daj's
sary
only
CASUALTY
has engaged forty of li!s divisions
contracts on a commercial basis to
govern Joint action by international and the Bavarians; and in spite of the
should be required to report tho bill. help pay the committee's
(540,000 men) in tho Champagne and
expenses In
commithouse
of
tho
military forces are to be observed in fact that the rains have sent the
Chairman
n
lcnt
6.1r,0(HP
divisions
motion picture propaganda,
men)
,
the case of this Siberian operation, Vesle out of bounds and turned the
of
members
since
three
said
tee,
only
between the Aisne and the Manie
Funds Go to Treasury.
lV MORNIN JOLRMAL IPICIAI. L1ASIO WINVI
the senior officer of the International lowlands into nuagmires, the Ameriit
are
in
his
committee
Washington,
since he began his offensive on July Names of American Soldiers
"The funds received from these
London, Aug. 5. Heater's
cans and the other allied troops have
forco will be in supreme command.
was doubtful whether tho bill could sources, which are
at Kreneh headiiuurters in 15, tho Intransigcant states.
forced
put in the treas
of
the
a
river
at
crossings
reconin
in
Who
Be
Command.
before
house
Great be acted upon
Have, Fallen
Jap May
thj
ury to the committee's credit," says
It is estimated that by tlia shortenIt is assumed that as Japan, by number of new points and on th iFrance, in a 2dispatch dated Monday
19.
venes on August
tho
"do not represent profit
Franco-Americ- an
ing of tho front through his retreat
Drive Are
reason of her proximity to the scene northern side of the stream are en- afternoon at o'clock says:
The suggestion made on the senate In report,
senso. Every cent goes to man"The enemy's artillery flro is very he has economized in tho number of
any
of action, and the excellent condition gaging the enemy.
ofloor by Senator Curtis of Kunsas ufacture and distribution of the enorAllies Gain New Grounds.
heavy along tho whole line of the troops necessary alon (he line to tho
Coming in From France,
of her army and transport service,
that the senate abandoned Its program mous amount of film the committee
and
ten
Germans
etxent
of
the
The
are
divisions
Vesle,
latest
French
offering
commuofficial
men).
(i:6,000
will supply the largest single body of
of recesses and perfunctory sossioin is compelled to dlHtribute without rewhich recently ha been ex- - Very vigorous resistance to the allies.
'V MOHMKC JOURNAL iriClKL VfcAKO Wll
until
24, if the bill can be fa
troopa and therefore would naturally nication,
turn in foreign .iuntrlea as part of
ti.Nevertheless
sucFrench
(rrr.ip)-,have
of
In
Namns
modest
Aug.Washington,
patrols
chronicling- gam
assign to their command mi officer of
vorably reported by tho committee the "linked states educational camIn
edo6
sev
THE
in
American
at
WILL
the
soldiers
TRUTH
have
TELL
who
fallen
river
Mousing
that
aimdi(y
'."'j ryt .wr.a"!,
within a few days, were indorsed, by
ViKlm:1Tauii,,;Vuj th. o iu
n
paign. All features and war review
the Great.
drive
of the emalTer und entente forces. In saw only local engagements and that eral 'points between Hormolse, east of
However, sen- will bo supplied fre of
ABOUT UNITED. STATES which turned the German offensive Senator Chamberlain.
Boissons and Fisnies, where the Amer
the
on
situation
charge to ca!n
the
is
battle
front
the opinion of officials here this ofIn the city said
now
ate
leaders
tonments in the United Htates and to
on the Marne into an utter
defeat
change. Correspondents With icans crossed, and between Flsnus and
in
ficer will bo Ueneral Baron Uyehara without
held
be
to
would
effect
this
the picture shows on the
MORNIN
line'in
JO'IHMA.
FECIAL LBABBO WlflKl
the allied headquarters Ray at several Mulzon.
have begun to come in from overchief of staff of the Japanese arm
committee could France. The returns arefiring
to defray
"The Germans on (he north bank
Washington, Auk. 5. Articles deal- seas. They swelled to 70(1 the total abeyance until tho
s
The only notable violation of this points between Sermois, east of
would
determine
time
Just
(ho heavy expense of the free distrtr
and Fllmes, and between Uisnies are abundantly supplied with 'ma ing with, the magnitude of American casualties made public today by the bo
international rule was on the occasion and Muizon
necessary for a thorough discus- - bulion demanded by the necessities. of
chine guns ami bomb throwers. Their effort in the war are
the French and Ameriin "A. war department in two separate lists.
appearing
of the Joint expedition against the cans
of
bills.
tho
our morale, at hoinu and even larger
have taken further ground aciosg aviators ore busy using machine guns B,
Although nearly throe times as
Boxers in China. Then the kaiser. the Vesle
C," the slroiiRly proGerman groat
The bill would amend the present lecessities of
as tho largest number hereto;
have nullified German against our troops and the enemy re
and
combatting the German
rea
to
cable
to
newspaper,
according
though his contingent was less thaul counter-attack- s
require (lie regis- Jio In other countries of the world.",
sistance everywhere is very stiff.
fore announced in a single day, the selective act so as
delivered
on
in
en
ceived'
the
20
on
committee
some of the others, rushed a field deavor to
pub- total
tration of all men between IS and
today by
"Uetween
the lesses. Bel ween
Muizon and
Secretary Haker says each corp,
today represents only a part of
Hheims, lic information, from Its representamarshal all. the way from Europe to Muizon andrecoup
years, and 32 and 45 years, inclusive, headquarters and divisional headquar-j
where we are firmly established on
the lists which have been accumulatthe
Prussian
Champigny
tive
Madrid.
at
While Hie total number of men in the ters of tho American expeditionary'
China, to be able to claim Germany's guard and the Bavarians aguin suf- - the south bank, there has been very
ing since (he great buttle began July
The articles are contributed hy Joo 15. And it is not to be assumed that latter classes would total 10,028,973. force is provided with a signal corps,
right to command the expedition.
ici-jn tneir efforts lo hard fighting.
The Red Cross has been before- - hold back their antagonists.
"There was a hot encounter at the Miirtinras Ruiz, novelist and literary it represents the losses for any one General Crowder estimates the total photographic unit, consisting of one
number who would be eligible for class ifflcer nnd three enlisted men. These
handed in arranging for the participa
The Germans are Jealously guardValutes farm, close to Muizon, for the Titic, tno first Spanish writer to visit day.
ono would only bo 001,23(1, owing to units, together with personnel necesAmerican front.
tion of that organization in the Sibe ing this part of the line, an advance passage of the river. After
No estimate of tho American caslis capture the
rian enterprise and already has ar through which to any considerable the Germans sent across two detach
Ruiz has declared, says the dispatch, ualties in (his continuous fighting has exemptions for dependents or indus- sary for development laboratories,
service
ranged for the shipment to the far depth would compel them entirely to ments in an attempt to retake the that he will use' tho full, strength of been received from General Pershing trial and physical reasons. Uetween supply
and to do speloose their hold on the territorry
IS nnd 20 years, his estimates show cial
east of supplies likely to be needed
photographic work ordered by
funny Both detachments were re his pen to make his county know the and it was said authoritatively today
around
Rheims.
Violent
while
bombardwould
that
3,171,771
register
UritiMh Land Troop.
General Pershing aggregated seventruth about the United States." He that noye Is expected. In that conpulsed after a sew re fight.
Information has reached Washing ments are In progress here.
nection Acting Secretary of War 1,787,609 men would be eligible for teen officers and 102 enlisted men Is
"The artillery Is very active on both added:
Headed
Chrmin
Dca
for
ono.
Dame.
class
ton that, responding to the state de
May, All motion picture negatives re"In, 1898 we suffered a disastrous Crowell today deprecated any guesses
It is not expected the Germans will sides of this region.
ceived from oversea
and print of
"West of Uraisne the enemy stub- disillusionment, because of our Ignor- as to casualties In the overseas forces,
partment's appeal for aid, the British
enemies south of the Alsne.
stilt pictures are delivered to the war
saying that publications which would
already have landed a battalion of The hill region to the north of the bornly resisted our passage of the ance. It shall not occur again."
tho total
exaggerate or minimize
plans divisions of the general staff for
troops at Vladivostok, while a similar Aisne probably the old Chemln Dps river opposite the La Grange farm on
DM
n
would create unnecessary nnxlcty
historical record and government
force of French troops from
Dames battle front is considered the the north bank of tho stream.
FlgCinff.
Yflnus in w nor
is due at the same port at any more probable sector on which th
among the relatives and friends of
"On the Avre river, In the
propaganda. Duplicate negatives, of
crown prince will elect.
no value to the enemy, are turned over
Paris, Aug. S. Tho Americans cov- American soldiers.
time.
the
French
section,
have
occupied
ered themselves with glory In the
Of the names made public today
Possibly the greater portion of the the whole of tho lino of
to the committee,
Admiral Knight, commanding the
.,.
,.K
wooded hills
d
were of those killed in action and
AKES
fighting 'in the streets
American naval forces on the Asiatic battle front shortly may undergo ma- overlooking the steep river vallov from
IVrshing Grants Permit,,
in positions. From the
terial
changes
of
Flames
when
died
who
from
The
wounds.
capGeneral
yesterday,
was
eighty
allowed lust
they
station, already is at Vladivostok. It southeast of Amiens near Montdidier Braches to Mosnil St. Georges. It is
Pershing
tured
Gorman base. Tho fighting second list contained only names of
was said he would of course
December lo grant permission to out
northward to the region around reported that there is fighting in Ha. is said(hat
e
to
2.r8
forty-threbeen
have
tho
killed
in
action
dead
of
bitterest
Millers
to
(he
take photograph subject to
fully with the military authorities Ypres the German' front seems all gicourt, on the left bank of the river.
who died of wounds.
war, the Prussian guards
It is not permissible to indicate just atremble
censorship of the expeditionary force,
with expectancy. Tn addit- where the Germans hold the railroad the whole
Mr.
no
said
and
are
"We
d
but the war department has no
n
where the American troops are to ion to a retreat near Montdidier to station. The allies are still in
beginning,"
quarter
bolng bayonet-teMorsel.' asking
or clubbed to death as they Btood Crowell, "to receive from General
as to whom hi permission has
come, from, but the principal forces the west bank of the Avre river, rett. U of victims in the
tlio
Pershing
machine
their
been given. Here in the United States,
guns.
by
must be drawn from a distant point, rograde movements In the face of atMarne-AisnCorn Crop Threatened.
of for.Plve.
the committee, in
There will be no armed resistance tacks around Albert and an evacuawith
'V MONNIN JOURNAL arcti.,. LIAfllD WMRgJ
"The casualty lists that are now
5.
Lincoln,
Neb.,
Intense
Aug.
heat
over
r,.
a front of half
to the landing of the International sol- tion of terrltoy
With a the army and by order of the secretary
Aug.
made public have been rebeing
with
coupled
lack
of
a
moisture
are
Bassee
La
d
canal, the
from the president of war, lias worked out a permit y- -'
diers at Vladivostok, as the port prac a mile north of
ceived by cable and represent losses hearty
nervously bombarding seriously threatening the success of
In the recent fighting.
"There Is no of the United states nnd Mrs. Wil- tern to enable civilian photographers
tically is dominated by the Japanese GermansandareFrench
me corn crop in Nebraska, crops exvaat
the
son,
carrier
British
positions
Qulstconck,
cargo
Indication of the iotal number and
to tuke pictures of the war preparaand British naval and military forces rious
s
the lists made public today give the the first ship built at the Hog Island tions In this country. "This system,"
points, possibly with the Idea perts stated here today. In many
already there. Assurance that no ff ascertaining
was successfully launched at
their strength. The
names of 70
men.
of, the state serious damage has
plant
officers
and
says Secretary
trouble is t obe expected on this ac- Bethwne, La Bassee, Hazebrouck and
Iiuker, 'safeguard!
Other lists are coming In by cable 12:28 o'clock this afternoon.
already been done. Temperatures
count has been received by the Rus- Ypres sectors are being principally have
Mrs. Wilson, with the president military Interests and deals adequateand are being decoded and the next
been ranging above 100 degraca
.
sian embassy here.
ot kin nro being notified In advance standing at her side, christened the ly and even generously with all pritor several days.
Page Two. I
of publication,"
ship, as nearly 50,000 persons stand vate interests desiring to present th
The embassy also gave out a stato-meing In the broiling sun, wildly nation's war progress to the people tn
that everywhere the population
cheered.
picture form.
of different classes and political
American-mad- e
champagne was
Except in certain camps, where
Croups has manifested vivid interest
used for the christening-WilMrs.
tests are being made, cantonment
and sympathy with the
son was shown how to handle the
have been free to photographers froni
to organize an army to
bottle, the president laugh tho beginning of the war.
retogether with the allies, a battle
merrily as she practiced the blow spect to ordnance and airplaneWith
ing
front against Germany.
produc,
.in pantomime.
"Do it Bight, now,'' he cautioned (ion the military authorities have, not
deemed it wise to expose secret to
Sub Chaser Is Sunk.
!
her.
Leased Wire.)
Journal
Special
Mornlns
(By
MORNINg JOURNAL IPICIAL LtAMO Wlftll
Washington, Aug. 5. Sinking of
Wrhen the blocks
were knocked other than those in uniform, avid while
London, Aug. 6. "Hold fast" was pects of victory have never been so
permits have been given In some ease
submarine chaser No. 187 In a colli- the keynote of a message to the Brit- bright as
Paris, Aug. 6. It will be imposand the hull began to move Mrs. the
they are today. Six months
sible to lake full stock of booty cap- away
general policy has been to exclude
sion with another vessel last night ish empire by Premier David
e
the1 bottle and struck
Wilson
raised
the
rulers
ago
of Germany deliberatetured hy the allies for gome time,
private photographers from factories
near Hog island. off the Virginia
and promulgated in a drastic
the
prow
squarely.
a
includes
it
numbut
considerable
where ordnance and airplanes are. be
coast, was reported today by the navy way throughout the kingdom at the ly rejected the just and reasonable
The president mad no speech, but
ber of
guns while
The permit procedure
of the nour or 9 o clock tonight. The mes settlement proposed by the allies.
In response to the urgent appeal of Ing made.
department. AH. members
shells
to
the
salvaged up
sage was read to the audiences in al) Throwing aside the last mask of mod'
crew were rescued.
the crowd, he waved his hat and makes investigation of tho applicant
total
1,500,000.
present
' More than GOO
ineaiers; concerts and other
possible and furnishes cohtrol over th
eration, they partitioned Russia, enguns and BOO trench shouted:
1
where people were assembled. places slaved
"Good luck to you."
pictures taken."
mot tars have been ca ptured by one
Rumania,
and
to
attempted
Sealed conies of th
Y,a
Mrs.
AVilson
Vast
smilingly
French
repeated
Action
r
seize
of
General
alone,
army
Assembled,
that,
THE WEATHER
supreme power by overthrowbeen distributed to the managers of
sentiment.
Permits are limited In fifteen day
Mangin, since the beginning of the this
ing the allies in a final and desperate
all these plabes, with the request that attack
The presidential party returned to from issue.
.
on
allied
offensive
cannot be
uly.lt.,
Photographs
to
Thanks
the invincible bravthey open and read it ht 9 o'clock. ery of all the allied
Washington after remaining In the taken of experiments' In
FORECAST.
materials,
armies. It is now
The message follows:
less
than
minutes,
yard
thirty
BROOMS ARE WEILDED
entrenchments, or formation,, mato all that this dream of unICss than two minutes after the chine
"The message which I aend to the evident
Denver, Colo., Aug. 6. For New
gun targets, or camouflage. All
'
iversal
for
conquest,
the
sake
of
Quistconck had made her first bow have to be censored
I r
Mexico: Tuesday and Wednesday loc. people of the British empire on the which
BY CITY ALDERMEN
wanted only to prolong
promptly and bein the water, keel number 39 had fore
al showers; cooler east portion Tues- fourth anniversary of the entry into the war,they
publication by the committee.
i
con
be
never
.
fulfilled.
been laid on the ways she had vawar
is
the
'hold fast."
case
In
day; fresh southerly winds.
seven-re- el
the
of
a
famous
"But the battle is not yet won. The
cated.
Trtt Correspondence.)
"We are in this war for no selfish
Arizona: Tuesday local showers and
war crusading picture, the material
; Brrina KttH
r
ir. great
Inhabi-tant- s
of Prussia will still
ISO vessels conto
be
There
15,
autocracy
are
Cardiff,
Wales,
j
In
are
We
to
ends.
recover
f
it
freedom endeavor, by violence or
was collected by the signal corps oprr
somewhat warmer. Wednesday partly
fl,
ii, t
aua
of Cardiff were surprised the structed at the plant, which is the erators
guile, to
for the nations which have been bru- avoid
ajdrims ourr.
in France and In this councloudy; fresh southerly winds,
defeat and so give militarism a
kind in the world.
of
its
greatest
see
to
lord
other
the
alattacked
night
and
mayor,
and
to
despotled
tally
new lease of life. We cannot seek to
Mrs. .Wilson ( besides christening try "to set before the people a, com'
councillors and their
a former news pho
the
derman,
Adrian
Duff,
city
prove that no people, however pow- escape the horrors of war for
' LOCAL REPORT.
the Qulstconck. had the honor of prehensive record of war progress In
ourerful, can1 surrender itself to the law- selves
tographer of - New York, is the hero friends turn out armed with spades selecting
its name, which Is of Indian this country and In France." It was
of a recent raid into the German and brooms to clean two of the prinA summary of local weather condi- less ambitions of militarism without dren? by laying them up for our chilto the lines, lie returned with sis
set
origin. She will name all the ships shown through the committee's orour
hands
Having
tions for the twenty-fou- r
streets.
hourB ending meeting retribution, swift certain and task, we must see It through till a
ganization in the principal theater
turned out at the yard.
or the prisoners.
At tne oium-eawar in cipal
at 6 p. m. yesterday follows:' Maxi- disastrous, at the hands of the free Just and lasting settlement
The Qulstconck Is a convertible the larger cities, with patriotic orMunicipal authorities have been on
is
achieved
sent
to
was
1JH
Puff
Be'gi-innd
the
world.
To
stop short
mum temperature. 87 degrees; mini- nations of,
"In no
way can we secure spent necrly n year on fhe German strike for several weeks and the ac- oil burning; freighter. 401 feet long. ganizations and citizen
this cause would be to a world setother
The builders said today that the In these showings, the report explains,'
free from war.
cumulation of dot made It necessary,
mum, 69; range, .88; temperature at of victory forthe
J aide af the battle line in liei.'.'mm
future
mankind.
of
vessel would be turned over to thrl "there is no thought of profit,
compromise
"Hold fast.'
8 p. m.; northwest winds; clear.
the
n,t i laiue, taking pictures for Am-- i for some one to lend a hand In the
"I say 'hold fast' because our pros
government before the scheduled principal Idea being to gain the wldeat
: "LLOYD GEORGE."
erica ii newspapers,
Interest of health.
time.
i. possible publicity."
Tlien, with Jhlr,
NORNIN

JOURNAL RASCAL

LIUII Will

Washington, Aug. 5. Plans for the
organization dispalch of the American
military contingent to Russia to cooperate with the forces of the allied
s
nations in support of the
at Vladivostok are being worked
out by the army general staff. Beyond
the statement Issued Saturday by Acting Secretary of State Polk that the
American forces would be a "few
thousands" In number, no Intimation
as to the size of the contingent, has
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THE AitMY.
"Washington,
Aug. 5. Casualties
BO
troops In the
among the American
severe fighting in which they have
been engaged since July 15, when the
Herman offensive was launched and
at the Marne are now being rehalted
British Vessel Is a Victim of ported in the dully lists from General
Pershing, though no estimate of the
Hun
"Kultur" En Route total
has yet been received.
states were
Men from forty-siFrom France to English
named in the list with r.o predominat1
Port; Loss Probably 60,
ing number from any one state. This
was taken to indicate that the casualties were scattered through many
O
fV MA.NIN4 JOURNAL .(.fCIAI. LlA.f WIMR1
units. The states net represented in
'A British Fort. .Sunday. Aug. 4 (by
the lists were Arizona and Delaware,
The
the Associated Press).
torpedoThe army casualty list included:
the
British
ing early this morning of
Mark K. Hart. Denver; Reynaldo
g
ship Warilda was one of the most
disasters in the history of sub- Maestas, Cimarron. N. M.; Verdie J.
Claud. N. M.. killed In
marine warfare. The number of dead
is variously estimated from 105 to 130 action.
and upward and includes several woJohn Galtit, Alison, N. M., died of
men nurses.
disease.
Frank C. Barnes, Lily, Colo., seThe fillip carried fiOO sick and
wounded. Among them were seven verely wounded.
Killed in Aelion.
Americans, two officers and five enlisted men, till of whom have been
Lieut. Col. J. M. Craig, Pan Frann ceo u n ted for.
cisco; Cnpt. Henry H. Worthington,
eighty-nin- e
aboard
There were
Lancaster, Pa.; Lients. George R. AnICarlo A.
nurses and members of the voluntary derson, Ardmore, Okla.;
James M.
aid department, and the crew com- Billings, Portland. Me.;
Duncan, Terre Haute, Ind.; Proctor
prised about 200 men.
More than 650 survivors, brought C. Gilson, Carthage, X. Y.; Glenn O.
here shortly
after 6 o'clock, were Hall, Haverhill, Mass.; George W.
and Ryley, Lawrence, Mass.; Lambert A.
given fiist aid treatment, food
Ore.;
clothing. The patients were sent to Wood, Garden Iloma, Portland. Kngle-wooSergeants Francis J. Brown,
hospitals.
N. J.; Earl Conner, Quakef
The torpedo struck the after part
B. Davis, Petersburg,
of the engine room, killing the third City, O.; Carl
Rush C. Davis, Harrison,
W. Va.;
engineer and two other members of
the engine room force. The dynamo Mich.; Harry Ireland, Philadelphia;
F. Johnson,
Momence, 111.;
was destroyed, plunging the vessel Albert
Frank Kline. Akron, O.; Charles A.
into darkness.
McDougald, Aberdeen. N. C.; Leslie
Many Caught in Trap.
N.
T.i James
Powers, Syracuse,
Just over the dynamo room was the Payne, Pleasantview, Ky.; Hugh M.
ward room which
contained more Wallace, Cusseta, Ala.: John I. Wool-winthan 100 patients. Most of these were
Dubiupie, la.; Howard C.
killed outright by the explosion and
CorpoBreckinridge, Mich.;
the others, many of whom had been rals Harry V. Bernard, San Diego;
found
the
Injured
torpedo,
by
freshly
A'ndrew P. Blake, Providence; James
themselves trapped. It was imposE.
O. Carmody, Poultney, Vt.; Earl
sible for outside aid to reacTi them Crabbe, London, O.; Heal M. Darby,
and all except a few who jumped North Bend, Pa.;
Norman Davis,
overboard and were picked up, per- Mount Carmel. Pa.; George R. Goodished. This pnrt of the ship quickly rich, Philadelphia; Neal E. Hilla-bran- t.
settled and water flooded the ward
Assumption, 111.; Edward Hirst,
loom, drowning the men caged there. New Bedford, Mass.; Clyde M. Horton,
In
Stores of the fearfu: struggle
the Robeline, La.; James T. Jones, Knox- darkness to rescue helpless" invalids vllle, Tenn.; Rupert W.'King, Trot.
are told by survivors. The shin re- Aln.; Felix Krajewskl,
Brooklyn;
mained afloat more than two hours, Iawrence C. Lashbrook, Phllpot. Ky.;
conbut for a great part of the time
Norman
A. Little,
Mass.;
Salem,
the Everett McAllister, Mount Pleasant,
tinued under headway because
This N. C; Charles O. McKenny, Newton,
engines could not be stopped.
condition greatly hampered the rescue Mass.; Wade H. Miller, New London,
work and in addition three or four! N. C; William W. Mitchell.
Edna,
boats were smashed while being low- Calif.; Lee Phillips, Plkesvllle, Ky.;
ered, throwing their occupants into Samuel G. Rain, Selma, Ala.; Major
the Bea.
D. Riley, Ozark. Ala.; Willet C.
Officers and Crew Pool.
Morrisville, Pa.; Nute Severson,
All the soldier
patients and the Seattle; George D. Sheridan, Shernurses testify to the heroic efforts of wood, Tenn.; Arthur M. Shatzes, Del
officers and crew.
Notwithstanding aware, O.; George L. Slagle, Crosby,
the excitement and confusion the crew Wyo.; Harvey Smith, Spring Valley,
under the masterly direction of the Minn.; John Sparagosk, Toledo. O.;
officers went coolly and methodically Anthony
Stafankoh, Philadelphia;
about the difficult task of bringing Arthur G. Beattie, Barre, Vt.; Ser
the sick and wounded up on deck. As geant Ollie Pike,
Fruitvale, Tex.;
many as could be handled in this Corporal Clarence T. Sutcliffe, Miami,
in
and
mariner were
placed
slings
Fla.; Bugler Mark Campbell, Piatt, 4S.
lowered to the escorting destroyers, D,; Mechanics Alfred Hanson, Madiwhich by wonderful seamanship In the son, Wis.; James Hogan, Brooklyn;
rough water, managed to work in Herbert L. Jones, Springfield, Mo.;
close
enough to the sinking ship to Leroy Jury, Philadelphia; Wagoners
t;tke off men by lowering ropes.
Henry Lenz, Menasha, Wis.; Walter
The morale of the Wounded, lying Philips, East Younistown, O.; Prion deck waiting to be taken, is de- vates George II. Allen, Grand Rapids;
scribed by member of the crew as "too Major Anderson,
McLeanshoro, 111.;
fine for words."
Albert B Anderson, Humeston, la.;
The less seriously disabled assisted Gillet M. Albert, Philadelphia; Carl
their morn unfortunate mates to go C. Adams, New Bedford; Abe Adel- fii:t. Women were placed if the first man, New York; John F. Bates, Bos
boats lowered, notwithstanding their ton; Clarence L. Berry, West llarwick,
Brace A. Briggs, Hillsdale.
protests that they should not precede Mass.;
the patients. One boat, containing six Mich.; Eber R. Burton, Vernon, N. Y.;
women, was thrown against another Howard O. Bensinger, Lodl, O.; Jojust before touching the water, and seph Bonin. Cliffslde, N. J.; William
upset. Three women from the cap- L. I'.rockman, Green Bay, Wis.; Jo
sized craft were picked up by another seph W. Boyce. Keyser, W. Va.; Harry
.small boat, along with five wounded 'Boston, Shudyside, O.; Archio Boyce,
had Bethel, O.; Marshall Blowers, MalBritish soldiers, all of whom
managed to keep afloat although each vern, Ala.; Sidney Blair, Andalusia,
Ala.; William E. Brown, Sbioctolo,
had an arm in a sling.
Wis.; James Burton, Uve Oak, Fla.;
Steward's liiiisii.-i- l Kseniic.
The Warilda had been in the chan- Walter J. Barrett, Boonton, N. J.;
nel service two years and this was her Walter A. Campbell.
Hagan, Ga.;
first crossing from France in Which Peter Cawley, Scranton; Edward J.
she did not carry a number of Ger- Coll, Brighton, Mass.; Wyatt D.
N.
Y.;
Elmyra.
Sigel F,
man wounded prisoners. Members of
N.
Cook, Rernhards
Y.;
Bay,
the crew remarked over this fact.
Edward
J.
Cook, Bridgeport, Conn.;
T. E. Redman, ono of the stewards,
D.
Louis
Crane,
Lawrence, Ala.;
had nn unusual escape. Ho had been
Harry Cunningham, Milwaukee; Harplaced with the six women in the first old
J.
Cokeley. Jamaica, N. Y.; Joseph
liat and when the rope broke, he A.
N. Y.; Riley
seized another line and climbed hand G. Collopy, Watervliet,
Cope, Bamberg, S. C; Iver Dalon,
ove r hand to the top. There he manNekoma, N. D.; Stephen B. Dahill,
aged to swing In from the end of the New Bedford, Mass.r James Duraml,
davit to the rail, where a wounded Springfield, Ills.; Joseph Demerski,
Tommy "awaiting" rescue, seized the Haydenville, Mass.; Thomas E. Diasteward's hand and aided him to clam- mond, Philadelphia; Francis Dietrich,
ber aboard. This man desoribed how Weatherly, Pa.; John J. Dresser, New
ono woman, heooming entangled in York; Clifford Elam, Enid, Okla.;
E. Faulk, Dothan, Ala.; Jessie
the ropes as she was being placed in Grover
N. Fielding. Ochlocknee, Ga.; John J.
the boat, was caught between the Flenniken,
Knoxville; Salvatore
boat and the side of the ship. She was
Wellsborao, Pa.; Charles H.
frightfully Injured by the pressure, Falkner, East Orange, N. J.; Frank
and hogged to be released, but no aid Fuller, Las Vegas, Nevada; Joseph
was possible. The small boat finally T. Fournier, Fltchburg, Mass.; David
went adrift and the woman was Gallagher, Girardville,
Pa.; Lando
Gregg, Fayette, Ala.; Raymond Good-sodrowned.
Hobart, Okla.; Bury B. Gileons,
The American Red Cross ls making
Paxton, Fla.; Renal Graham, Elect- the survivors comfortable.
10, Ala.; Ernest E. Gedig, Wlnthrop.
Minn.; Stephen G. Galla, Bridgeport;
Samuel Goldberg, New York; Frank
CAN
Gigante, Buffalo; Rufus P. Hendricks,
Greensville, Ala.; James O. Hamilton,
New York; Ralph L. Henry, North
Fayston, Vt.; Herman F. Huske, Elgin, Ills.; John A. Helnitz, Leander,
L
Texas; David Hatmaker, ' Jacksboro,
Tenn.; Roy S. Hickman, Leola, 8. D.;
Mark R. Hart, Denver; John W. Hud.
son. Edison, Ga.; John H. Huston,
Wild wood. Pa.; Henry W. Jones,
ft Jamesville,
N.' Y.; Earl Jones, Clarksburg, W. Va.i Frank Komienskl, New
Britain. Conn.; Walter F. Klncaid,
Sulphur Springs, Texas; Aime Lamort
Haverhill, Mass.; John R. Lavender,
tar MONNIMtt JOURNAL FSCIAL LIABBO WIM1
Grove
Ala.; James C. Lampton,
Kandalasku, Sunday, Aug. 4 (by the Hudson,Hill,Ky.;
Lacroteria,
Angclo
Associated Press.) American troops
Rumson, N. J.; John A, Lowery,
al
of
the
in
the
landing
participated
Ala.; Reynaldo Maestas. Cimarlied forces at Archangel last week. ron, N. M.;
Henry Marion, Brooklyn;
The first detachment of the Interna- Alfred
Martin,
Jr.; Sommervllle,
tional forces included members of the Mass.; Alexander Miller, Dahlgren,
David
Russian officers' league.
Ills.;
Midgley. Jamestown, N.
The participation of the Americans Y.; Rudolph Mike, New York; HowIn the landing has been greeted en ard E. Maine, 'Winnebago, Minn.;
Martin T. Moran, Cleveland; Walter
thusiastically In northern Russia. The F.
N. Y.;
people consider that the United States 11. Maxwell, Modena, Max W. Joseph
MuelMurphy, Hartford;
Is absolutely without selfish Interests
Mo.; Robert
as regards Russia' and look upon the ler, Washington,
P.
Savannah. Ga.; Philip
Americans as a guarantee or tne
Haverhill. Mas.; Verdie J.
allies toward Rjjssla,
II.
MsReynoWs, Claud, N. M.i Jo
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Extra Vue
TJERE is the newLeon-ar- d
BLUGRAY

One-Pie-

ce

Porcelain Lined Refrigerator with the convenient
drop door and the "L" shaped
provision chamber which enables 70a to put large dishes
in the bottom of the Refrigerator. The door makes a convenient shelf.

Leonard Blugray

Refrigerators
Have
Porcelain
Lining of a blue fray color,
which will not chip, scratch or
mar and is brought way to the
outside edge of the door frame.
Has no cracks, joints or
crevices.
Has rounded corners, making it easy to clean and perfectly sanitary. Keeps food
cold. Requires little attention.
Saves ice and will not leak.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Institute.
Vou will want this Refrigerator if you see it. Come to our
store and let us show it to you.
We have all kinds at all prices
and you can surely find just
the one to suit you.
One-pie-

,
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SHAKE INTO

YOUR SHOES
Allen'8 VootEaM, the antiacptlc powdtr lo lie
liaken Into the aiioea and apriukleu in the footbath. The Plattaburg Camp Manual ail vittea men
in training to uae Fuot-Ju- u
in their "hews em u
UinruiDfr. It prevanta blisters find acre Hpotsand
n.tievea painful, awollen, anntriinK feet and take e
theetintoutof coma and bunion. A certain
relief fur (wealing, callom, tired, aching feet.
Alwaya uae Allen') KoouKise m break iq new
hoei. Bold everywhere, '26k.
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San-for-

commercial value demon iraUvl, the
leature Is offered by tin; committee
to tha highest bidder in point .of money and distribution. In the crusading
picture case, the committee awarded
the contract to the First National Exhibitors association the eoinmiitea getting seventy per eont o" the total gross
receipts of the association from the
pictures under a guaranty of exhibi- tr
motii
tion in a minimum of
picture houses. The same prnceduie
according- to Chairman ("reel, will be
followed as to all future feature film
prepared by the committee.
How representatives of Hie cmirnlt.
tee and of the allied governments
as to war review jiiiti-.i- h is disclosed In the report. When the war
college material is combed for feature Him material, the remainder If
War
d
used In the
under agreement between the committee and representatives of tiie governments of Great Brila.ii, France,
and Italy,

bi.h

Mile

MAIN BODIES OF TEUTON'S ARMY SEEKING
IB

V.i

SAFETY NORTH OF AISNE
TContlnueiJ from

91

,oi

Pare One.)

chosen for the attention of the

Ger-

man artillerymen.
Rupprecht Is Worried.
Crown Prince Rupprecht of Bavar.
la during the early stages of the allied offensive on the Sotsisons-kheim- s
sector detached large mhnbers lo aid
the- German crown prince, thereby
weakening his line while Field Marshal Haig8 front was not materially
touched by withdrawals. It iH probable
therefore, that Rupprecht Is worrying over this diminuation in strength
andalready has placed barriers
himself and the forces flouting
him to ward off possible attacks and
what
Is endeavoring to ascertain
chances he has to hold other positions from which he had Intended ul.
jtlmately to launch a drive toward t tie
channel ports.
A German submarine has sunk the
British ambulance steamer Warilda,
eg the vessel was homeward bound
from Prance with sick and wounded.
A large number of incaplcated men
were killed by the explosion of the
torpedo or drowned in attempting to
leave the vessel in small boats. Several Americans were, on board and
one of their, is missing:

,9li

mi
lAa,

arfe working

off

Submarines again
Atlantic seaboard
off the Virginia coast, where an American tank
nteamer has been sunk, and of Nova
fleotla where a number of small craft
have been sent to the bottom.

the

Norwegian experimenters have succeeded In producing a bread 20 per

cent offish.

Safety ,Women

A number of the most I
noted Beauties of!
Society have obtained!
their pure sort Fjearly.
white appearance tnru i
the constant use
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Accord Intt to French dispatches
King Ferdinand has left BnlgaTla
for an extend J trip, and
4
Malitioff will replace the i:ing
his hlHnt-Knowing tbtit
is tired of the war. dipiotn.-ithere see a 1 lt:t in this suduun
of tiie king of a bie-in
the Teutonic f."i;uice.
l'rt.-inie-
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Memphis, Tenn.; Frank K.
Neuiuark, New Voik; Carl N'orenherg,
Appleton, Wis.; Roy Noel, Paris, Ills.;
Giihit Oprea, Detroit; Charles A. t'hil-lip-

Morehead,

Alliance, Ohio; Jop, I'eters-JiiCleveland, Ohio; Waller Piei ce.Oiango
Texas; Frank l'aff, Scranton, Pa.;
Charles Prindle, West Springfield, Pa.

Harry I'appagnllo, Hartford; Pietro
Puscreta. Lokola, N. i'.; William
Pegir, New York; Outo Parrish, Ozark,
A'a.;James C. Peak, Montgomery;
MIKa Pullano, Niagara Falls; Ross
R. Reid, Oelwein, Iowa; Walter M.

Reilly, New York; James Bremedes,
Rhine,
Wash.; Edward Richards,
Bridgeport; Albert J. Sektiln, Patcr
son, N. J.; Ralph H. Saunders,
W. Va.; Joseph M. Sherwood, Kahoka, Mo.; Luman K.
Endicott, N. Y.; Norman Sharltn,
Dayton, Ohio; William H. Smith. Ar- linirf-nVt li!itwnnl 11 Q..l,.p Pt.mi

n,

San-for-
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Clarence Shcppard, Millshed,
v
nea,
james j.
uiiamaniic,
iy.;
Conn.; Walter StrazVnskl, Duquesne,
Pa.; (lildon E. Springer, Overbrook,
Pa.; Martin Sunflot, Brooten. Minn.:

N.

PQT

AMFRICAN

INHHiFS mmoiri

Y.;

Tonlflvn- Klihmim
Terrelle, Thermopolis, Wyo.; Herbert
Jogan, i'ertersooro, ont,; urover rl.
Thorn, Friendly. AV, Va.; Walter II.
Thiemann, Fairmont, Minn.; Jacob
B. Triplett, Huttonsvlllo,
V, Vn.; Juel
Taylor, La Grande, Ga.; William O.
Thompson, Sterling, Utah;
Ephram
Mass.; Arthur
Valley, Hieksville,
Viens, New York; Chester It. Vickrey,
Dotharn, A!a.; Frank J. Vanwetering,
Hackensack, N. J. James L. Wads-wortGeneseo, N. Y.; Henry R.
Wchrkamp, Methune, Mas.; Alex J.
Werner, Newburgh. N. Y.; Smith M.
Waifen, Harrlsville, Vt.; George W.
Wice, Dryhurg, Mich.; John W. Wolfe
,
South Bend, Ind.
Dietl From Wounds Received in Action
Lieutenants James P. Arnold, ButMiler, Mo.; John B. McCarthy,
lwaukee; Ray 1. Safford, Selma, Ala.:
Corporals Arthur F. Finnegan, Stone-haMass.; Richard T. Murphy, Ashland, Mass.; Everett L. Jtamy, Cornelia, Ga.; Privates Melvin A. Barr,
Chicago; Stephen Beckford. Chicago;
Dolphus C. Cooper, Jacksonville, N.
C; Archio I,. Coy, Carson, Wash.;
Steve G. Danysch, Westhoff, Texas;
Owen Davis, New York Mills, N. Y.;
Harry W. Deveny, Dayton, Ohio; Carl
T Villi:.
(mutnnil Calif.: Luther
W. Fisher, Lone Fountain, Va.; James
L, Folden, Bedford, Vn.; Clarence u.
Foster. Britt, Iowa; Almon M. Fowler,
Greenbiish, Maine; Fred W. Hoeh,
Santn Rosa. Calif.; Robert Jackson,
Woodhaven. N. Y.; Carl Jordan,
Janesville, Wis.; Harry Langley, Pop-l- a
Bluffs. Mo.; James E. Lees, Boston;
James I). Lynch, Anaconda, Mont.;
James McCoy, Ashley, Pa.; Harry D.
Madison, Cambridge, Idaho; Arthur
S. Meyer, Lebanon, Ills.; Louis S. Milder, Arion, Iowa; Walter J. Payne,
Geneva, W. Va.; Mike Podlesny, Toledo; Herman O. Sehultz, Waukesha.,
Wis.; James B. Seott, Switchville, Pa;
Frank W. Shaw, North FryeburJf, Mo.;
Roy Stunkard, Indianapolis, Ind.;
Joseph J. Thomshack, Peru, Ills.;
Pa.;
Vullerton,
John Zimmerman,
Oscar W. Zuelsdorf, Akron,
Wounded Severely.
Lieutenants Walter G. Dunnlngton,
Fannville, Va.; Wlnfred C. Green,
Dermler, Ia.; Harvey E. Ragland,
Cooksvilie, Tenn.; Kergeants Ueorge
M. Beckett, New Brilttlli, Conn.; Harvey A. Daggett. Eldora, Iowa; Enoch
Ferguson, Ashtibula, Ohio; Grant R.
Robert "W.
Jacobs, Minneapolis;
Edward Wir-theRccser, Sidney, N.
.Tnmpo Knrnnicra

Paul; Corporals Herman
Ahrensfield, Girardville, Pa.; Carl A.
Bohlman, Columbasr Ohio; Bugler
Ray Hoffman, Wedsports, N. Y.;
Mechanics James JJLyHskey, Philadelphia; Wagoner Jrancc J. Hanon,
St.

Blackston, Ills.; Cooks Lynn Bobb,
Blanford, Mass.; William A. Gordon,
Fort Wayne, Ind.; Privates Joseph A.
Angrisuni, Jamaica. N. Y.1 Charles
Bates, Ladysmith, Wis.; Erhest W. A.
Broker, Camden, N. i t Nathan Bins,
Erooklyn; Joel W. Bjork, New York;
Frederick Boehm, Woodhaven, N. Y.;
William F. Dangle, .Wilialmsport, Pa.;
John J. Egan, Rldgefield Park, N. J.;
James H. Feeney, East Bridgewater,
Mass.; Oliver II. Force, Phlilsburg,
N. J.;- Dan Gilts', Oakwood, O.; John
E. Harmon, ChUrchville. N. Y.; Harold A. Hastings, Minneapolis: Edward
Kitzman,
Jefferson, "Wia.i Frank
Kletzky. Cleveland; Isaac W. Lawrence, Eckerty, Ind.; Edward Lorring,
Gloucester, Mass.;. Charles A. Macln-tyrDunlop, la.; George McPhillips,
Montgomery, N. Y.; John J. Maroney,
Boston; Benny Maryak, Carney, N. J.;
Hl.'.
Woodrlver,
Guy Maxwell,
Franklin J. Mullarky, Spencer, Mass.:
Hart
Paul O. Nelson. Minneapolis;
Okla.; Forest
Pasley, Bartlesville,
Piper, Cblppewa Yv.ll, W.! Regaier
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Save Your Barn
'

Day by day barns, ns well as houses and
other buildings, are rotting away. Scientists
say "that more barns have to be repaired or
rebuilt because of rot and decay than because

-
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Wol-verto- n,

RAABE & MAUGER
"If It's Hunlwuij We
Have It."
115-11-
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Country in Crisis

American' Casualties

Hiawatha, Kan.; Walr M.
Stopfer, Philadelphia.
Wouialed IH'gir I
Sergeants Paul E. Bickham, Woodward, Ala.; George W. Castle, J li,
Portsmouth, O.ji Shatter Combs, Haz
ard, Ky.; Rpbeft O. Hansel, Cumberland, Md.; Ross A. Bufford, Denmar,
W. a.; Everett K. Johnson, Louis
ville, Miss.; Charles E. Lyon. Three
Rivers, Mich.; George Mangold, Burlington, Wis.; Neil O'Brien,
Dover,
N. H. ; Arnold A. Smith, Iai Crosse,
Wis.; Orrie B. Wallace, Circleville
O.; Alfred F. Wedge, Walton, W. Va.;
Corpora-IJoseph W.' Bunion, Rounce- verte, W. Va.; Arthur C. Bates, Morrisville, 111.; Harry G. Berry, Milton,
.Vt.: Telesfor Pobkowski,
East St,
Louis, 111.; Charles P. Frazier, Cincin
nati; Norman If. Inbush, Milwaukee;
h
Richard Lund, Kratka, Minn.;
Thomas
Kostalek,
Cleveland;
O'Molley, Chicago; Everett Perdew,
Foster, W. Va.; Frank Williams, Saginaw, Mich.; Buglers William Garrett
Darland, Melissa, Tex'.; William JSmith, lieese, Mich.; Joseph J. Stank,
Shamokln,
Pa.; Mechanic Nicholas
Tlubel Braddoik, Va.; Cook Isidore
Cohen, New York; Privates Leonard
E. Ainsworth, Port Leyden,
N. Y.;
Frank Benoit, Burlington, Vt.i Austin
E. Carr, Rochester, N.' Y.; Chester G.
Clark, Kvan.'ivllle, Wis.; Linds:iy F.
Dayton, Belton, W. Va.; Tony Demai
ca, Lyntv Mass.; Carl M. Doss, Louis
ville, Miss.; Simon Good, Detroit;
Carloton T. Harlow, Coluit, Mass.;
William II. Hilliken, Morrisville, Vt
Orvlllo Hostetkr, Bedford, Ind.; John
D. Hussey, West Lynn, Mass.; Michael
J. Kane, Dorchester,
Muss.; Anton
Knazy, Chicago; Virgil L. Bailey,
Okla.; George A. Baker, Youngs-town- ,
O.; Noel L. Bearer, Burlington
Vt.; Ralph L. Brace, Huntington Cen
ter, Vt.; Bernard Brady, Taunton
Mass.; William Brynr, Sheldon, Vt.;
Frank O. Burtch, Portland, N. Y.;
Frank O. Carlisle, Weleetka,
Okla.;
Jim M. Duffin, Bruno, okla.; Pasquale
Galeo, Philadelphia; Hurley F. Haggard, La. Follotte, Tenn.; Jim S. Hart,
Broken Bow, Okla.; Charles 1). Iloyt,
Milford, Conn.; Preston Ivey, Mt. Carroll, 111.; Marion Jay Spiro, Okla.;
Rolierti E. Kendall, Cannellon, Ind.;
Lucius' L. Kidder, Morrisville,
Vt.;
John If. Kimball, Pownal, Vt.: Walter
H. Laliadie, Beverely. Mass.; Frank H.
Hailow, New Albany, Ind.; Raymond
Mnssa, Somerville, Mass.; William B.
Meisel, lioekfallM, HI.; Henry N. Mil- likeu., Roxbury, Mass.; Joseph J. J.
Murphy,
Roxbury.o Mass.; Garland
Moor, Peencyville, Ark.; Ores New-suOlney, 111.; John F. Novak, Chicago; Godfrey J. Podvin, Burlington,
Vt.; Mark Reading,
Woodsprtngs,
Okla.; William H. Roberts, Provence,
Okkii; Alvin H. Robson, fjtillwell,
Ind.; Frank R. Rousseau, Cambridge,
Vt.; Jack Sapiro, Chicago; Oscar T.
Schmidt, Cincinnati; Eivin Shaml-linCharleston, W. Va.; George Sheehan,
Burlington, Vt.; Elbert C. Yarbraugh,
Huntsville, Ala.
Missing in Action.
Trivates Albert M. Camomile, Jack-eoCenter, O.; Peter Sagehorn, Syra'
'
cuse, N. Y.
Diexl of Disease.
James W.
Freeman.
("Sergeant
"CVeatfhcrford,
Tex.; Corporal Abner
Humphreys, Oglethorpe, Ga.; Privates
Russell L. Bateman, Wllkensburg, Pa.;
John Gatti, Allison, N. M.; Mariano
Dangelo, Rahway, N. J.; Wilmer
East Tallasiee,
Ala.;, Peter
Goldstein, Norwalk, Conn.; Robert J.
C. Sapp,

Bulgarian King
Has Left HIS

of Honor

Roll

ft
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of loss by fire.
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a

will save your barn by giving it a sound, protective coating which resists decay and adds
years of usefulness.
with
Paint your barn and
Harrisons it will keep them in good condition
and make a big improvement in the looks of
the whole place.
Talk with the Harrison dealer about the
out-buildin- gs

color and how much will be needed.
FOR SALE BY

J. KORBER & CO.
''Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
Phone 878.

'

220 North Second.

ra.
'Michael
Chattanooga;
Rochester, N. Y.
Died of
Awid'nt.
First Lieutenant Edward T. Hatha-

Henderson,
Prisszi,

AZTEC FUEL CO.

Tex.
Died of Aetrldont and Olhcr Causes.
Lieut, liarlin Larsoh, Harvard, la.'.
Corporal Benny .Miller, Chester, Pa.;
Privates Harold H. Alborg, Chicago;
Costanzo De Pietro, Philadelphia;
James W. Dunn, Poteau, Okla.; Edward Fischer, Beaver Dam, Wis.
way, Houston,

Fishing Schooner Sunk.
Canadian Atlantic Port, Aug. t.
The fishing schoonei; Nelson A. of
Yarmuth, N. S., has been added to the
list of vessels sunk by a German submarine off the North Atlantic coast.
The crew of the schooner landed here
today and reported their vessel was
destroyed last Saturday.
A

ftflen Wanted

Jewett Fire
Brick.
Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

lip

Phone ....251

Motorcycles with triple rear wheels
are enabling British dispa'eh riders
to drive through desert sands.

Journal Want Ads hrins results.

for the

Naval Reserve

jj

I

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

Your

Co-oDerati-

W

on

Hasten Victory
Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service!
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at ,

Navy Recruiting

Station
Room 26, N. T. Armijo BldgJ, Albuquerque.

e,
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America's Five Army Corps on the West Front
and the Generals Who Lead Them to Victory

0P

ALLIED AIRMEN

HORSE GROWERS
KSSO. HOLD MEET

WORRIES ENEMY

Official Reports Leave No
ApImportant Resolutions,
Doubt That Claims Mado By
pealing to Food AdministraAre to Fool Pw-pi- c;
tion for Federal
Germans
Aid Are
Foe Fliers Avoid Combat
Adopted By Committees,
(Asaocluled Press Correspondence.)
At a meeting of the executive board
British Air Headquarters in France,
of the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers association, held in AIu lJuly 15. There have been many
Jnogordo, N. M., August 1, important signs recently of extreme uneasiness
resolutions appealing to the food ad- by the German high command regardministration for federal aid were ing the increasing ascendancy of the
adopted.
allied airmen on tho western front.
.1
Both the meeting August 1 and This has been
evident since
the meeting of the legislative com- the American especially
airmen have begun to
were
well
2,
attended
mittee, August
in force and have proved
and business of some importance was appear
themselves as of the same mettle as
transacted.
the, French nnd British fliei-3The resolutions adopted hy the
follow:
It has become a common-plac- e
"Whereas, A largo portion of the among British airmen that their opof
New
cattle country
Mexico, Texas ponents will not face combat in the
and Arizona has been drough Btriken air unless in strength of three or four
for a period covering about three to one, and German
have
years ,and as a natural result from told of German airmen prisoners
being punished
It there has been u great decrease in
the number of stoc'k cattle on these by their flight commanders for returnranges and the cattlemen have suf- ing to their airdromes still laden with
fered innumerable hardships and are bombs and ammunition which they
now facing conditions more serious had been ordered to drop over the
than they have ever had before, and British lines. It Is becoming increas"Whereas, The average equity of ingly hard to find a German airman
the cattleman of the territory men- over the allied side of the lines In the
tioned above is not more than 25 per daytime, us is proved by tho GercciTC due to the fact that the other mans own
admission that when they
75 per cent is represented In mortdo manage to tiring down an allied
gages given by the cattlemen to the machine
it is almost always over their
cattle loan companies and local banks
own territory.
and
Wild Yarns Sent Out.
"Whereas, More than 50 per cent
of the indebtedness of the live stock
Perhaps the most striking evidence
In the territory mentioned Is made of German official anxiety regarding
by cattle loan companies, which are the allied superiority in the air is to
either owned or controlled by
be found in the official German wire
packing interests of the United less news. This, while always imagina"
.
States, and
tive and rarely accurate, has of late
"Whereas, These cattle loan com- been singularly
wild and full of ficon
demands
panies are now making
tion
the
situation in the
regarding
of
the
for
the cattlemen
payments
loans mado them, and in some, in- air. In an effort to counteract tho
stances have started foreclosure pro- depressing effect of jthe real facts of
the situation, the German wireless opceedings, and
"Whereas, It Is a well known fact erators make the wildest statements,
that foreclosures at this time with bordering almost on humor.
conditions existing as they are, pracThus a recent copy of the German
tically means the elimination of the wireless import says: "Superior methhands
the
of
the
range cattle from
ods of flying and greater skill have
cattlemen and places the ownership secured for the Germanair
forco sucof these cattle in the packing inter- cesses on a scale such as were never
ests who control the loan companies, known before." The same statement
and
"Whereas, There is in operation refers in glowing terms to the "recknow a rule which provides a maxi- less attacking spirit" of the pilots of
mum price for dressed beef of a cer- the Grman chasing planes a phraso
tain
approximately 500 which provoked much merriment
weight.
among British, French and American
pounds to a carcass and a different
and lower price for dressed beef for airmen, who of late huve found that
a carcass of lesser weight, and
even one of the reconnaissance ma"Whereas, This condition naturally chines can,
on
to flight
creates a situation whereby the stock- any German rely no putting
which Is not acmuch)
his
man, who is unable to dispose ofwith
companied by three or four of its own
cattle unless the weight comply
this rule, the cattle are then pur- kind.
British Satisfied.
chased .by the packers at any price
"If Germany is really pleased with
the packers see fit to pay, and terri"Whereas, No cattle in this mar- her air record for the past few
for the
months," remarked a British siiuad
tory are in a condition controlled
exket, and the market Is and the ma- ron leader to the correspondent,
"there is no reason for us to complain.
clusively by the packers,
have spent We ask
jority of the' stockmen
nothing better than that Gercatstock
years in breeding up their foreclosure many should go on having the same
event
of
tle and in the
kind of success in future months."
these well bred cattle will be sacriHe took as an example the report
it
be
ficed; therefore,
"Resolved, By the New Mexico Cat- for May, which lay on his desk.
tle and Horse (growers association, report," he explained, "deals with the
that we do .hereby most favorably, British alp fighting alone, and has no
reference to the fine air work of tho
emphatically, earnestly and sincerely petition the government of the French, Italians and Americana. Durthe
United States, by and through
ing the month tho British brought
proper channels, to give Borne Inimmedow 398 German machines In nerial
this
cattlemen
to
the
relief
diate
"y I,re lrom lnci
J"
II
flrnueth stricken country; that
ground, while ,'"ly more were driven;
m
"The association believes mat adeonly proper, just, complete, and the
Btroyed. During the same period, 128
given
quate, relief that can b
stockmen Is through the federalassis- British machines failed to return to
their airdrome."
serve banks by coining to the
in
tance of the cattlemen, who are to
distress for financial reasons, due
Indicted for Conspiracy.
the activities of the loan companiesin
New York, Aug. 5. Federal in
cattle
on
the
holding mortgages
dictments were returned here today
pur territory; that
"This association as a hotly of men eBarging &the Pennsylvania railroad.
Armour
Co., Swift & C4.. and the
and as individuate have heretofore, Is New
Jersey City Stockyards company
now. and always will be 100 percent
American, ready and willing to do with conspiring to violate the' federal
statutes which prohibit the giving or
their part for their country in this
time of war, and believes that this ex- accepting of rebates. The alleged of
to In this fenses have to do with tho
isting situation referred
routing of
resolution Is a matter of considerably traffic.
more importance to the nation at
large than to the individuals who arc
effected by these existing conditletia;
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that

that the food
in the United States would
be seriously effected by this existing
and
condition unless remedied,
great majority of cattlemen will be'
forced out of business through the
activities of these cattle loan com"It

Is believed

admnl-lstratio-

n

11

panies; and be it further
"Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the Secretary of
War, the U. S. Food Administrator,
the two senators and representatives

of New Mexico, now In congress, to
the press and all other interested

parties."

LINER CANADA MARU
.

BV

PULLED,
MORNINS

--

FROM

ROCKS

OUSNAL SPSCIAL LBAICD WIRCt

A Pacific Port, Aug. 5. Tugs today
pulled .from, the rocks the Japanese

passenger liner Canada Maru which
grounded last Tuesday while nearing
the end of a fun from the orient, according to a report received by the
local merchants exchange. The report
which was received at noon, said the
Canada Maru was in tow of a tug
'
bound for a Canadian port.

LIVES

200

YEARS!

years,. Haarlem Oil. (tie
famous national remr- - of Holland, hae been
recognized aa an Infallible relief from all
forma of kidney and bladder disorders. It
Very age la proof that It must have unustwP
merit.
,
If yon are troubled with pains nr achea In
the back, feel tired In the morning; headache, Indigestion, Insomnia, painful or tod
frequent passage of mine, Irritation or atone
In the bladder, you will almost certainly
find quirk relief In GOOI.D MEDATj Haar-der- a
Oil Capsules. This Is the good old remedy that has stood the test for hundreds of
years, prepared In the proper quantity and
convenient form to take. It Is imported direct from Holland laboratories, and you can
et It at any drug store. Tour money
Ipromptlr refunded II It does not relieve too.
But be aura to set the genuine GOLD MEDAL brand. In boxes, three size.

For more than

200
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FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS
Charlie Chaplin starring in one of his
latest "jingles" entitled "Chase Mo,
Charley"; also a reel of "Current
Events See the World."
Crjxtul Opera House Dark.
Gloria.
Theater
Lyric!
Rw.mson
starring in a five-reTriangle production entitled "Station
Content";
also a good comedy reel.

Pastime Theater One of tho
rana stars, J, Warren Kerrigan,
pears as the loading character

Paup-

-

in

"Turn of a Card ; also a two-reKeystone comedy, "Haunted by

THE "II."
Here is a brief synopsis of "Chase
Me, Charlie." the main attraction at
the "B" theater today and tomorrow.
Charlie Chaplin, while wandering
along a highway, sees a girl attacked
by a hobo. He rescues her and her
father gives him a job on the farm.
Charlie falls in love with the girl, hut
she has a sweetheart and ho leaves,
Lrokcn hearted.
He gets a job as a
actor ,,ut he cannol eot ,lls Kmllul off
tho zirl. Later he meets her while at
work as a plasterer, she helm- - in the
AT

city on a visit. Hut again he fails to
win her and quits his job.
But once more, he finds hor, and at
the third wooing he is partly successful. That is, he wins her love, hut her
father will have none of him. Ho
wishes his daughter to wed a count.
They finally elope and after a long
chase by the irate parent, and police,
are caught and the girl taken home.
Charlie is In the depth of despair
when he finally meets tho girl again
in a bank where he is employed as
janitor. Robbers enter the bank and

a. m. Yesterday
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Maj. (icn. Omar Buiidy,
ConiniandPr.
tith division regulars, under Maj.
Gen. James B. Irwin.
3lh Natipnal Guard division, under
Maj. Gen. W. it. Smith; men from
Texas and Oklahoma.
79th National army division, under
Maj. Gen. Joseph K. Kuhn; men from
District of Columbia, Maryland and
Pennsylvania.
STith National army division, under
W. Kennedy;
from
Maj. Gen. C.
Michigan and Wisconsin.
91st National army division, temporarily under Brig. Gen. F. 8. Foltz:
from Alaska.
Oregon,
Washington,
California, Idaho, Nevada, Wyoming,
Utah.
Montana,
--

Civil Service
Exams. Announced

E

El

John Pedron. carrying a rcgistra-tip- n
card of an alien enemy, Is being
hold by tho police for investigation
and on the charge of carrying " a con'
cealed weapon.
According to authorities, Pedron is
Brldgor, Mont. In accordance
i from
with enemy alien regulations Pedron,
In search of regulation headquarters,
reported to Sheriff Hafael Garcia,
S
nnd asked for a permit to travel. The
rules governing enemy aliens provides
that they must have a permit before
traveling from one lown to another.
The sheriff sent Pedron in company
with a deputy to police headquarters
which is also registration headquarters for alien enemies. Authorities say
' ho hail
that he had a
nothing to show
.
right to leave Brldgm-Pedron was searched and according to officers was carrying a
3
Hoalso had bank notes
amounting to B7(!.0!I. Officers ttlso
say they found a searchlight in his
overcoat pocket. Yesterday afternoon
the police searched the man's trunka
only to find among other things
picturing the kaiser,
? largo lithograph, and other members
tho clown prince
(t of the Itohenzollern family.
Regardless of the fact that, ho Is
4 registered os an alien, he says he Is
do not have
S

S

S

S

an Austrian.

Austrlans

to register. The man prvdiallly
bo given a hearing ttii.s morning.

The United Stutes civil service commission announces open competitive
examinations as follows!
List No. 1 Examinations- - In which
competitors aro not assembled, but
are rated upon the subjects of education, training and experience and cor
roboratiiva evidence:
male and
Senior cost accountant
female). $2,200 to $4,200.
Junior cost accountant (male and
female), $1,200 to $2,000. t
Clerk qualified In accounting (male
and female), $1,000 to $1,800.
Telegraph operator (maid and female), $noo to $i,(ioo.
List No. 2 Examinations in which
competitors nre not assembled, but
for which applications must be filed
by the dates specified:
August 27 fipnclallst In agricultural economics (male and female).
$1,800 or over.
September 3 Agriculturist In extension work (male), $2, nou to $300;
senior
architect (ninle), $1,900 to
$2,700; gas Inspector (male), $1,500
to $1,800; scientific aid (male and fe-

male). $1,500.
September 17
engineer (piale),

Junior

explosives
to $1,500.
List No, 3 Kxnminatlons In which
for
competitors will be assembled
$1,200

scholastic tests:
September 4 Assistant In meal inspection
(female), $980; analyst
(male), $1,020 to $1,200; research
clerk (male and female). $1,600;
will
graphotype operator (male and female), $660 to $1,200; F

1

addresso-grap- h

operator (male and female).

$900 to $1,200.
"S1

IS SUNK

MORNINa JOURNAL SPKCfAL LSASSO WISSI

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

FRENCH
BY MOftMINO

JOUSHAU SMCIAl. LSAStV

September 4 AutomatrnJ address-ograp- h
operator (male aivd female,
$1,200 to $1,600; proof reader (tualo
and female), $900 to $1,208.
September 5
(male and female), $1,200,
September 18 Scientific assistant
in weed Investigations (male), $1,200
to $1,620;
Immigration ' Inspector
'
i
(male), xl.380.
Information and application blanks
may be obtained f roni, It. F. Fagan.
local secretary, Alhnrfuerquoj N. M..
or C. L. Snyder, district secretary,
Clerk-draftsm-

WlSBl

Pails. Aug. 5. Except for local
hank
fighting Monday on the north
of the Voslo river, which resulted in
no material change in tho fighting
front between Soissotis and Rhclms.
the day passed quietly, according is-to
tho French official communication
sued this evening. The communicapostofflce building, San Francisco.
tion was:
front
tho
of
,VcsIe
"On the whole
he situation Is without chnnge.
"The north bank of tho river there
our I UNDELIVERED MESSAGES I
were local encounters between
of the enand
posts
elements
.lght
J
'
emy.
The following messages remain un"The day was calm everywhere
-- Ise."
delivered at the office of the. Western
Union because of insufficient address:
C, E. Thompson, George Dieted Mrs.
USE TREE LEAVES AS
Mr. Culberson,, Cheney Assistant So- SNBSTITUTE FOR HAY

Halifax, N. ., Aug. 0. Tho Standard Oil
company's tank steamer
Louis Illanchct, was torpedoed
and
sunk forty miles west of this port
atoday after
thrilling three, hours'
battle with a German Submarine.
The crew took to their small boats
when they were shelled by the subJOUSMAU
marine but escaped without being
mplL lilSMIOH tO MONM
Muhit. The chief cook and tho chief
Zurich, July 10. Children In
steward of the tanker, however,
nich were last week employed In
killed when the explosion of tho
and
stripping the leaves from trees
Germans' torpedo smashed the steamfor converIn
'
the
bushes
parks
public
...
er's stern.
sion Into hay, according to the Munich
owpost, which says this Is necessary,
horses.
for
SURTAXES ON INCOMES
fodder
of
army
lack
to
ing

we

STOP

Cover tho spot that itches with
Poslum; relief Is immediate.
When the skin aggravates, burnr,
presents an unsightly, broken-ou- t
surface, there Is one remedy pre-enently fitted to sooth and heal, on
P03-lawhich you can always depend
s
-

Poslum is Quality Poslam in Concentrated Healing Energy; so little
does so much. Let Poslam SHOW
you how excellent It Is.
For free sample
Sold everywhere.
wiite to Emergency Laboratories, 243
West 47 th St., New York City.
the tonic ,soap for
Poslam Soap
the skin and will freshen and beau'
tify jour complexion.
1

u

U. S.

J

BATTLE WITH SUB
tsr

3

FOUND

AFTER THRILLING

servant.

si TCHfNG

Pare

s

death-defyin-

w

II

Maj. lien, (icorgd W. Krod,
' Commander.
S:id National army division, under
Maj. Gen. H. F. Globe; f)hio troops.
37lh National guard division, under
Maj. Gen. W. S. Farnsworth; Ohio
troops.
8!lth National army division, under
Brig. (ion. John S. Winn; Missouri
and Kansas troops.
29th National guard division, under
Maj. Gen. Charles G. Mortoti: New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia
and District of Columbia men.
90th National army division, under
drafted
Maj. Gen. Henry T. Allen;
men from southern states.
92d National army division, under
Maj. Gen. C. C. Ballou; made up of
negro units from many states.

Estancia Couple
Married at 3:30

S

PflSLUM BEST

god-lik-

-

linn

FOIHTH COUPS

to-b-

el

Company Z goes t otha front aa nn
other company in France. The friend- e
child
snip ana love or a little
named Jeanne Dare go with them., rt ULL,.,:-,;iii- d
is almost as If the maid herself had
come back to lead them to victory
cJeennc

f

Single-hande-

,

of Legion of Honor.
His death left little Jeanne Dare's
mother with three little children to
bring up, and nothing in the world
except her pension.
Jeanne's two
elder brothers, boys of. 12 and 13, are
educated
a
school
being
by
friend of

rrftinninin-iilli

l$..44J$'t'

corn's

At exactly 3:3 o'clock yester- d
the rescue.
he routs the
day morning Rev. C. O. Beck- thieves and saves the girl. In gratitude
man, clad, oh, well, no matter
!
the father consents to the wedding.
how he was clad, said tho sol-- v
The above will bo followed by a
cmn words which made Edwin
reel of "Current Events See
the ? Garvin and Miss Marie Green,
World."
both of Estancia, N. M., man and
?
wife. Tho tale is an .interesting
?
AT THE M ine.
one.
Gloria Swanson, new Trlniifle f;tar,
At 2 o'clock yesterday morn- undertook to perform u rather risky 5 ing the party arrives from Es- feat in her portrayal of Kitty Man s taneia and proceeded to gather
ning, the herolno, during the filming
valuable, information as to the lo- of "Station Content." This picture is l'v cation of the rcsidenco of, the.
scheduled for the Lyric theater today
county clerk anil 'other data, in
only.
short order. Shortly, thereafter
Miss Swanson is supposed to dash
Nestor Montoyu was awakened
out of a telegraph station In a stormy
from his slumlrrrs by tho soon- o
night, rldo down the dark railroad
Followed a
bridegroom.
track on a gas tricycle and flag "Spewhich Montoyu
during
parley
cial No. 14." Any studio actress would t protested tho lateness of the
have quailed at. the thought of operathour. Insistent In his demands,
ing tho tricycle and then pitching
however, Garvin was not to bo
herself over a cliff after standing in ! easily put off and Montoya went
the glaring light of the locomotive to
to the county court house, where
stop its headlong flight to destruche issued a. marriage license.
tion. But Miss Swanson has a record
Then followed tho
to tho
for gamonrss and daring which she v minister's residence nndtripafter tho
had acquired during her connection
solemn ceremony
the happy
In
with Keystone comedies
which
couple and their friends went to
g
were
feats
an ordinary
the Sturgis hotel for the wed- occurrence. She lives up to her recding breakfast. Meanwhile they
ord most, commendably in this picture.
unfolded the tale of their adven- A good comedy rcol will also be proture. Miss Green's mother was
duced in connection wjth tho above.
away from Estancia and her
father had spent Sunday In Al- AT THE PASTIME.
buquorque. It had already Iwen
One of the most interesting and
settled by the young people that
unique characterizations which J.
they would travel life's course lo- Warren Kerrigan has ever portrayed
wo' when this favorable
is the part into which circumstances 'f getlnr,
opportunity presented itself they
force him in "The Turn of a Card,"
were ready. Miss Green's father
which will play at the Pastime theater
Is president in one of the bunks
for two days, commencing today. Mr.
in Estancia while Garvin's father
to
a
westerner,
Kerrigan,
according
is connected with a rival hank.
the story, has just come east after
accumulated
a
from
fortune
having
his oil holdings. The daughter of the
former owner of his "shark," a mag
nlflcont Long Island mansion, returns
from the war zone and, rather than
fell her that her father Is pennilerj
and that the beautiful home is no
lonttar hers, he dons the chauffeur
livery and drives his own car as a
Tho dual personality is continued
and Mr. Kerrigan plays chauffeur to
himself, though ho has an Independent fortune in the bank, until he and
the girl, which is played by Lois Wilson, meet on an equal social basis.
but glad. The reaShe Is astounded
son why. and the results of her happiness at tho discovery, form an interesting part in the' plot of "Tho
Turn of a Card."
There will also be produced a good
two-reKeystone comedy, "Haunted
by Himself."
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GEN. GMT,

the VTnted States calls for. Kach dvision t its full strength numbers 27,000 men including infantry, cavalry, artillery and the necessary speciaJ troops, such as engineers, sanitary and signal
officers, medical corps, supply troops, etc. Thus each army corps numbers 162,000 men.
Here is Uie personnel of each of the five army corps, with tho division commanders of each
uud t lie states from which the men come:

Maj. (ion. W. M. Wright,
Command"'!'.
"d division regulars, under Maj.
Gen. Jos. T. DicUman.
5tt h division regulars, under Maj.
Gen. J. K. McMahon.
"Sth National army division, under
Muj. lion. Mcltea; Delaware and New
York troops.
SOUi National army division, under
Maj. Gen; Cronkhito: Pennsyh aniu,
Maryland ami Virginia troops.
3;id National guard division, under
Maj. Gen. George Bell. Jr., Illinois
troops.
27th National guard division, under
Maj. Gen. O'Uyan; New York troops.

AT THE TIIKATI'.HS TODAY.
gag the girl, with other persons in the
"IV Tlientor
The zreut and only place. But the bold Charlie comes to

France. Hs never-saJeanne, and
he aild down his life In the battle of
Argonire In January, 1915. He was,
an officer, decorated with the. Cross

,

e

f

you cal)ing me."
Infantry
Company 5 of the
A E. F., has marched many miles to
that song. It has a marching swing,
and besides the Jeanne D'Arc story is
the one hit of French history that
very American soldier knows, and
likes.
Company z is in the front line
trenches now, and Jeanne D'Arc has
actually appeared to it In the person
of a little Fronch three year old. Her
name really and truly Is Jeanne Dare
the only difference Is that she spells
it without the apostrophe and corn-pa- n
Z has adopted her as Its mascot.
Jeanne Dure does not look llko her
famous namesake. She is dark haired,
round and chubby, but though she la
only three years old, her tittle history
Is full of sadness.
She Was'born on
Aug. 11, 1914. a few days aftc her
father had marched off to fight for

the father's.

TI1U5D

s

'

4,

.Maj. Geo. ii. I,, liuiluni.
Maj. ticn. Hunter Liggett,
Commander,
Coniiiiundcr.
77th National army division, under
First division regulars, under General Bullard (now appointed com Maj. Gen. George II. Duncan; New
mander-othe second corps; will beiYork troops.4
relieved of division command.)
35th National guard division, under
, 2d division regulars, including maGen. Wright (now commanding
Maj.
rines.
third corps); Missouri troops,
2th NewC. England division, under
82d National army division, under
It. Edwards.
Maj. Gen.
Maj. Gen, FHirnham, Alabama, Tenn42d (Kainnow) National guard div- essee and Georgia men.
ision fl'nlll t U'OTI i
olot.tu
imuK
30th National guard division.' under
Mai. Gen. Phils. T M,nnli..r
Ma. Gen. Roid; men from District of
41st (Sunset) division, from Pacific Columbia, S. Carolina and Tennessee.
coast states.
28th National guard division, under
32d division, Michigan arid WisconMai. Gen. Muir; Pennsylvania troops.
sin National guard troops, under Maj.
4th regular division, under Maj.
Gen. Haan.
Gen. Geo. H. Cameron.

Enterprise Ass'n.)
"Joan of Arc, I hear

6.

rum

wtfMaStewwftjfeA: M&ciiAjqstiJ

GEH HUNTER lilGSETT

as Mascot of Soldiers

Paris, Aug.

v&3-

Five American army corps have been organized by Genera! Pershing
the western front.
Here are the photographs of the five mn who have been placed in command of them. Watch
these men! They are leading your boys to victory over the hosts of tho devil!
Kacli army corps is made up of six divisions
twice the number the military organization of

Jeanne Dare Lives Again
(By Newspaper

fcaav,-.-

GIRLS!

USE

LEMONS--

.

FOR SUNBURN, TAN

Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
Toprdo Bouts Hit Mines. torto whiten your tanned or;
London, Aug. 5. Two British
freckled akin. , ,,
(S HONNINS JOUHNAI. SPSOIAk LBASSO WINS)
pedo boat destroyers were sunk by
Washington, Aug. 5. Surtaxes on enemy mines on August 2. according
Britall incomes above $200,000 were In- to an official statement by the
and
creased with a maximum of 75 per ish admiralty. Five officers
Squeeze the Juice of two lemona
cent on all above $5,000,000 by the ninety-tw- o
ratings were lost, according into a bottle containing three ounces
means
and
house ways
committee
to the statement.
of Orchard White, ; shako well.' and
Its consideration of the
you have a ouartor pint of the best
revenue
bill. Incomes
freckle.-sunburand tan lotion, and
between $200,000 and $300,000 will GOVERNOR TO LECTURE
complexion wbltener, ' at very, very
pay 55 per cem. surtax, instead of the
ATJVARSITY TONIGHT small cost. .
52 per cent heretofore planned; Iny
comes of $?00,000 to $500,000, SO
Your grocer has the lemons and
per cent instead of 68; $500,000 to
Governor W. K. Llndsey of New any drug store or toilet counter will
5 per cent instead of C3;
ounces s ot Orchard
$1,000,000,
Mexico will be the speaker bt the supply three
White for a few cents. Massage this
$1,000,000 to $5,000,000. 75 per cent next number of the university's sumT5
and all above $5,000,000.
per cent mer lecture course at Rodey hall at sweetly fragrant lotion Into tha face,
instead of 65 per cent as at preset:. 8:15 o'clock tonight. His subject will neck, arms and' hands and see how
The luxuries report submitted to- be "Why the United States Entered quickly tho freckles, sunburn, wind-buand tan disappear and how
day lists two groups of articles on
the War and Its Objects." The sualtogether luxuries and the other in ture will be free to the public and a clear, aof t and white the skin be
part luxuries.
.
large crowd is expected to attend- - comes. Jesl It is. b&rmlcss, . .

ARE TO BE INCREASED

rn

FOUR

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, August
STANDING

BOSTON DEFEATS

OF THE TEAMS.

NATIONAL IKUiVE.
W. U

I'rt.

,

PIRATES IN LAST

EOF SERIES
Last Half of the
Ninth, Taggert Wins Close
Contest Over Pittsburgh for
the Braves,
in

Scoring

Chicago

C4

33

nttslHirgh

4X

4

New York

52

52

Philadelphia

4t

Cincinnati
Boston
St. Loiii

43
43
44

Brooklyn

43.

.660
.516
.500

5

4

5S
55
4S

44

8

4 5

53

44
37

56

4

JOURNAL

WITH WHITE SOX

ret.
.59 2
.569
.
'

60

fi

5

1

1

1

.4

If

Tacgeit,

cf

Chadbourne,
Terry, ss
,T. C. Smith, 3b.
Konetchy, lb
Wilson, c
J. L. Smith, rf.

3

.

. .

4

..

.

4

3

....

rtudolrh,

2
2

.

. .

3

1

Totals

..29

1

0
0

0
0

1

3

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1

1

3

ti

0

1

2

4

0

1

13

0

0

0
0
0

1

1

0

0

1

2

0
0
0

6 27

15

0

Two out when winning run was
scored.
Score by Innings:
x

00

Pittsburgh

Boston

01)0 000

hits Adums.
hits Carey,
Chadbourne, J. I, Smith. Double
plays Rudolph to Terry to Konetchy;
Terry unassisted. Bases on balls Off
Adams 1, Rudolph 2. Struck out
By Adams 1, Rudolph 1.

Summary:
Taggert.

Thrcc-luis- c

Sar-rific-

CtiK lnimtl 5; Brooklyn O.
Brooklyn, Aug. 5. .Funs who kiw

Cincinnati defeat Brooklyn also witnessed u personal encounter over tht
game between Earl Neale and Lee
Magee. Score:
Cincinnati.
A B. K, H. PO. A. E.

tiroh.

3b

Magee, 2b
Roush, cf
Chase, lb
Nealc, It
Cueto. If
Li.

.

.

.

,5

0
0

0

2

4

2

3

S

1

2

5

4

0

2

9

.2

1

1

1

0
0
0

1

1

0

4

2
1

2

.

1

Griffith, rf

2

ss

Blackburne,
Wlngo, c
Regan, p

.

.

4

.

4

Totals

4

2

35

5

Brooklyn.
AB. R.

Johnson, rf

.'

Olson, fls

4

"

4
4

Daubert, lb
Z. Wheat, If
Myers, cf

4

O'Mara, 3b
Doolan, 2b
Archer, c
Robertson, p
Cheney p

t

3
4
3
2
.1

.,'2

Totala
Cincinnati

31

Brooklyn

Summary:

Two-bas-

e

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

3
2
0
0
0
0
0
6

2

1

0

0

0

0

13 27

12

3

11.
0
6

0

0
1

0
(I
ft

2

P. A.1.0E.
3
2

112

6

0

1

t

1

4

1

0
0
1

1"

0

0
0

1

1

C

2

3

0

1

2

2

0

0
0

0
0

0

1
C

(i

1
4 27 13
0
r,
011 001 101
000 000 0000
hits L. Ma-

hits
gee, Roush, Daubert. Three-bas- e
Neale, Wingo. Stolen bases L. Magee, Cueto, Griffith. Sacrifice hit
Cueto. Double play Groh, Magee to
Chase. Bases on Iwlls Off Regan 2,
off Robertson 2, off Cheney 1. Struck
out By Regan 2. Wild pitch By Regan 1, by Cheney 1. Innings pitched
By Robertson 4, by Cheney C. IxHlng
pitcher Robertson.
w York 3.
Chicago 5;
New York, Aug. 5. Chicago .defeated New York, making It four out of
five in tho series and Increasing it's
f
lead over the Giants to six and
games. Score:
Chicago.
A B. R. H. PO. A. E.
"
4
1
1
0
0
ft
Flack, rf
4
4
2
1 'l
0
Hollocher, bs
4
0
1
2
Mann, If
o
1
5
4
0
0
PaKkert, cf
Mcrklc. lb
.'3 0 U 9 1 0
1
4
2
0
0
0
Pick, 3b
0
0
0
0
0
0
Deal, 31
0
2
3
2
0
0
Zelder, 2b
1
2
4
0
6
Killifer, c
1
0
2
0
0
0
Vaughn, p
0
0
0
0
0
0
Barber, x
0
0
0
0
0
0
Carter, p
0
0
0 0 0 0
O'Fairell, xx
1
0
0
0
0
0
Wormian, xxx
1
0
0
0
0
0
Douglas, p
one-hal-

1

MEETING IS HELD
TO PLAN DRIVE

R0A0HOUSES HERE

1

1

IRT

MORIN

JOURNAL

Anti-Salo-

'

Anti-Saloo- n

PRESIDENT WILSON
MAY TOUR WEST ON .
LIBERTY LOAN TOUR

During the Fourth Liberty Loan
drive which begins September 28 and
closes
October' 19, President Wilson
32 5 8 27 10 1
Totals
will cross the country and visit tho
Now York.
AB. R, II. PO. A. E. Pacific coast, according to press disAlthough
1
0
0 patches from Washington.
4
3
0
Burnc, cf
1
1
3
0
0 the plans of the trip are Indeflnlto It
3
Young, rf
1
1
6
3
0
0 is known that for some time the presFletcher, ss
1
4
0 ident has been planning to make the
1
2
0
Doyle, 2b
trip during the drive, which is schedZimmerman, lb .. 4 0 1 12 1
uled to be larger than any of its pred(I
1
0
3
0
0
Thorpe, If
ecessors.
1
1
4
0
ft
0
Sinking. 3U .
Several citizens of Albuquerque,
4
1
5
2
0
0
McCarty. c
In1
0
0
0 0 having learned of the president's
Toney, p
tention and having beard that the
o
2
0
0
0
0
Causey, j
president may Visit Denver, have sugWilhoit, c
1.0 0 0 gested
that the Chamber of Commerce
1
0
0
0
Compton. y.z
shall take up the matter of inviting
the president to visit Albuquerque
2
3
8 27 12
33
Totala
during his tour. Officials of the
x Batted for Vaughn In sixth.
Chamber of Commerce have not disxx Batted for Carter in eighth,
cussed the plan but it is probable that
xxx Ran for Farrell In eighth.
it will be brought beforo that body In
is
Batted for Thorp in ninth.
a short time.
iz Batted for Causey In ninth.
.000 000 050 5
Chicago
The Ilcst Piaster.
200 010 0002
New York
A piece of fiannel dampened
with
e
hits
Sicking. Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
Summary:
hits
Sacrifice
Toney;Fletcher,
over the seat of pain is often more
Zeider. Bases on balls Off Toney effectual for a lame back than a
2.
off
1,
Struck out plaster and does not cost anything
Causey. 1, Vaughn
like aa much.
1

.A

!

Wl

LKARKO

DOUGHBOYS

....

Kopp, If
.Areata, rf
Walker, cf
Hums, lb
Gardner. 3b
Perkins, c
Dykes, 2b
Dugan. ss
Perry, p

1

3

0

4
4

t
0

4

1

1

2
1

16
0

0
0
0
3

2

1

1
1

1

1

4

1

2

4
3

10

4

0

1

0

4

5 10 27

20

35

Totals

2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

"2

1
'

0
1

1

Chicago.
Alt. R. If. PO. A. K.
Good, cf
Lelbold, If
B. Collins, 2b
Gamlll. lb
Risberg, ss
McMulIln, 3b
Schalk, c
Benz, p
zMiirpby
Shellenback, p
zzWeaver

3

.sAi,irzr:

mV

'!

4
4

,

Bar-.be-

THE

WM. FARR COMPANY

Wholesale
FRESH
,

JTor

r,

and

Retail

Dealer

AND SALT MEATS
Sausago a Specialt

fa

Cattle and Boca the Ballot
Market Frlcea Are Paid

Make the kitchen range glow with
hent by using Sugar) to Con). It I
quick hunting; and hot. Use less coal
and get hot results.

Lumber

UilMon-Fa- w

Co.

Phone

S33.

Canada
represented' at
today by the British ambassador-la

.

-

i-2-

2y

--

1

2

(iet'WS Cnipcnticr boxing for American

1

t
1

(By I'uul Purnian.)

on

troops somcwliorc

west front.

1

the

was soon Inducted
Into the flying
corps, where he gave long and faithful service to his country.
It is quite probable that Carpcntier
will never be able to fight In championship form again. Though he
realizes that he has steadfastly refused to take a furlough and come to
America for two or three bouts.
"I will never fight for profit until
the Germans are driven from France,"
he told an American who tried to Influence him to sign for a fight In
America.
Not long ago Carpentier was slightly wounded and before he joined his
escadrille he devoted most of his time
irt
instructions to
giving
boxing
French soldiers and engaged In a
bouts for the
couplo of exhibition
amusement of American
troops In

Back
there
. spring
was no more dangerous fighter in the
tho
world than Georges Carpfntier,
20(1 300 0005 French champion.
Philadelphia
HO 000 000 2
Chicago
Carpcntier had met and defeated
e
hit MnMul-liSummary:
all
the good British and French
Three-bas- e
hit (lardnev. Home
on several
,.
Dugan. Stolen bass MeMullin. heavyweights and took to
France to
Sacrifice hits Lelbold, Schalk, K. Americans who went
Collins. Walker. Double plays Dugan test his mettle, this desnite hn fact
to Dykes (21; Dykes to Burns. Bases that he was usually outweighed from
1. Innings twenty-fiv- e
to forty pounds.
on halls Off Shellenback
Shellenback 4.
was a great deal of money
pitched Penz 5;
There
1.
Struck out By Perry 2; by Benz
in sight for Carpcntier. He was headLosing pitcher Benz.
ed toward a tour of the United States,
i
which would have leaped him a fortune. Ho might have won the heavySUBSCRIBERS TO
weight championship of tho world.
Then Germany began the Invasion
KENOSHA PLAN ARE
of France. Carpcntier didn't hesitate.
TO PAY Ho reported for duty immediately and France.
FAILING
-

2 11

27

13

in the

for Henz in fifth.
Batted for Schalk in ninth.
Score by innings:

of Hi 14

7.7.

n.

Two-bas-

AND

tho Patriot's war
Subscribers
fund are dropping off to a nalarming
extent, according to those in charge
of the fund. That the present collections are poor is evidenced by the following statement issued yesterday by
one of tho committee in charge of the
Kenosha plan:
"It Is a rgrcttablo fact that so many
subscribers to the Patriots' war fund
have failed to make good their pledges. Irrespective of the .fact that a
clerk is kept in the office constantly
and for three nights following each
pay day, the constant dropping off
of subscribers is alarming.
"Of the cities where the Patriots'
war Tund is In operation, Detroit,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Cumber-- ,
land and Kenosha, It has been ai
marked success. Cleveland asked for
$6,000,000 and got $11,000,000. Cumberland asked for $200,000 and received $450,000.
"The executive city knows of no
city where the war chest plan has
been tried and failed. la it possible
that Albuquerque Is going" to submit
to failure? We must go over the top
with tho Patriots' war fund as well as
with everything else we undertake."
to

WIDELY KNOWN MAN
DIES
Funeral
HERE;
NOT YET ANNOUNCED

FOOD ADMINISTRATOR

GETS

$100 "FOR ADVICE"

Funeral arrangements for Charles
Gatlin, 57 years old, who died at his
home, .214 Fast Garfield avenue, at
11:30 o'clock Sunday night, have not
been completed but probably will be
Mr. Gatlin had
announced today.
been ill for more than a year and
some time a;ro physicians declared
there was no hone for a recovery.
Mr. Gatlin was born In Bastroup
county, Texas, in 1 SGI. He located, in
Socorro county, New Mexico, In 1884,
dollar bill.
from whicM time until within six
The administrator declares ho
months ari, he was actively engaged
not
has
the slightest idea who
In tho rattle business,
hia anonymous friend might be.
Tn 18!tn Mr. Gatlin was married to
The letter was postmarked In
Miss Kdna McGrath of Socco county.
Albuquerque but there Is no clue
ten
wife
him
are
and
his
Surviving
as to the generous donor.
children: Theodore. Carl, Lawrence,
"Publish my thanks," the adLillian, Edna, Harold, Nell, John,
ministrator told a Journal repDaniel and James.
resentative, "so the right man
Mr. Gatlin was one of tbe most
will know I appreciate his gift."
popular and highly esteemed men In
the state and had a large number of
friends and acquaintances acquired
LU PRINCETON MAKES
through (lis wide and varied Interests
in the stale of New Mexico.
NEW RECORD FOR MILE
In
in capital Investcil
lncrcase
American chemical industries was up
to September, 1917, $65,861,000 over
Out of an ounce of platinum a rire
Cleveland, O., Aug. 5. Lu Prince1916.
ixno miles long can be drawn.
ton, driven by Walter Cox,
today
established a new world's record for a
stallion by trotting miles In 2:02
in the 2:05 event, the
and 2:02
feature of the opening day of the sec- ond Grand circuit meeting of the
EVERETT,
year at North Randall track.
ljet's GO back
the
W4IT A MIWUTETho previous record was set by
House
it
Peter Volo in 1915, when he trotted a
THE
two heat race in 2:02
and 2:02
THIERS ORTSROPPCD
TICKETS!
Lu Princeton was an odd-ofavorite and rewarded his backers by easON THS WAYt ' r H
ily winning the race in straight heats.
I
I
.
;nm.i
Loyal Mac had no trouble in finishing second.
Tho 2:flfl trot fell to the favorite,
Kelly de Forest, which captured the
to General
race after succumbing
Yorke, a rank outsider, after a thrilling struggle in the first heat. Kelly de
Forest had things his own way in the
second heat but Just managed to win
the third by the shortest of margins
from Opera Kxprers.
The News two year old trot proved
easy for the entry from Ben Whlto's,
stnble, Brusiloff and Princess
Kidding
which finished first and second,
3e& (what J
respectively In both heats. The pair
was a strong choice.
A fourth favorite won when Walter
II captured the 2:18 paco from the
lamest field of the day.
Close finishes marked the first and
second heats. After finishing fourth
in the first heat. Lady Littleton was

EVERETT TRUE

By CONDO
to

ant see

rvEiosr

3- -4

n

The Prairie Dogs defeated the Grlz-l- y
Bears and the Sammies won from
the Doughboys yesterday afternoon.
Both parties partook of the nature of
"swatfests" and the tactics were to
hit and run.
The sensation of the first gamo was
a catch by Stubbs in deep left field,
retiring tho bears. Hcaney of the
Sammies played a brilliant game. Oth-,- '
er stars were Espinosa, Herndon,
and Vann.
y
For the Sammies Bostos and Roehl
did the battery work; Clayton and
worked for the Doughboys
Karr and Iteed for the Bears and Ab- bctt and Naglo for the Dogs.
Today, the Wild Cats will play the
Dogs and the Yankees will meet tht
Sammies in a twilige game.
In tho tennis tournament of the
school leagues Marron leads Class A,
with Lovett second a,nd Ferguson
third.
Carr leads Cluss B with liogers second.
In Class C Gallicr It ads with 37,
while Sehutt and Abbett are tied foi
second with 36 each.
Next Thursday' afternoon Harold
Soligman of Bernalillo will play the
city champion who is tho winner of
the, local tournament. Seligman Is tho
grammar school champion of San
Francisco and a defeat at his hands
will bo no discredit to the local player.

T

to

jmL

cn
Tk-

Kta-wn-

distanced.
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"I Gained Ten

Pounds Since

"I have gained ten pounds since
taking Tanlac and feel so good that
I am telling all my friends about this
wonderful medicine," said Mrs. George
W. Hancock, of 4727 Worth street,
Dallas, Texas, recently.
"All last year," she continued, "my
system was so badly run down, and I
felt so tired, and worn out that I was
hardly fit for a thing. I lost my appetite and soon after eating would
bloat up with gas till I could hardly
stand it. At times I would suffer terribly from rheumatism in my back
and shoulders, mv nerves
were in
such a dreadful condition, that T cnnbl
hardly sleep, and when I got up in
mo mornings, i d reel just as tired
and fagged out, as I did tho night bo- rore. I tried all kinds of medicines,
but nothing dirt me any good and I
was getting worse all the time.
"So many people were taking Tanlac and praising it so highly that 1
tried itvtoo. It sure made me hungry
from th! start, and my appetite has
been fino ever since. I began to pick
up right away, J eat all I want and
everything
agrees with me. My
nerves are In such good shape that I
sleep like a child all night and get
un In the mornlna- full nf Ufa
energy, and able, to do all my housework, without any trouble, and could
do twice as much if I had to."
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque at the
Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv.
-

,.

h-

Journal Want

s

THAT

JOKS

.

tvHSAJ

LEfiATj

j

FO

ITBMTATION

Trap-sho-

.

Attack.
When you have a bilious attack
your liver fails to perform its functions. You become constipated.
The
food you eat ferments In your stomof
instead
ach
This indigesting.
flames the stomach and causes nausea, vomiting and a terrible headache.
Take three of Chamberlain's
Tablets. They will tone up your liver,
clean out your stomach and you will
soon be as well as ever. They only
cost a quarter.
i

A Billons

;

Lum-

ber & Mill Co.
PHONK

877

Hudson for Signs!
Wall Paper

Hudson for
t Picture Frames
z
f

and

Fourth St.

Ave.

Copper

X

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte3120

rs

rbone

West Gold.

44fl.

Teil it through the classified
columns of The Journal.
are ouiok" and certain.

LUMBER

Paint,, Oils, Glass, Malthold Rooflni
and building Paper.
BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
C.
J.
COMPANY

Seboyeta,

of Seboyeta, N. M.
,

Thse tiny CAPSULES
ire superior to Bslsam
of Copaiba,

Cubebt or

nlection,nd
RELIEVES

In

s

v
(MIDV)

24
tamo disease without inconvenience, f ,
fiintrl t'V fitl drttn(nt,.
HOURS

HE

tho

IP

UNCLE
SAM
By Getting

4

Notice.

JVOTICB FOI
Department of trie interior, VS. S. Land Of- flr at Santa Fe, N. M., July 8, ID1S.
Notice la hnroby slven that Patrnclnlo
Marque, of Marque. N. M., who. on Sent.
24, JSIt, made Homeatead entry No. 017260.
for NE1-',
Swtlon . Townalrip
Range
W, N. M. P. Meridian, ha filed notice nf
Intention to make five year Homeatead
Pinal Troof, to eatahltah etalm to tha land
above deerrlbed. before William 0. Kennedy, VS. 8. Commlaatoner, at Seboyeta, N.
ti.. on Sept. 3. 11)18.
Claimant names aa wltneaaea:
Reyca Marques, of Marquex, N. M.; An.
tonlo, Jaramtlln. of Bldo, N. M. : MxrnariK
Romero, of Ban Mateo, N. M.; Permitli
Salazar, of Blbo. N. M
'
FRANCISCO DEIjGADO,
Roaiatef.
NOTICK

200.

Office With

The Superior

Arts tiring- - results.

Aug. 6.

-

tills tlclnlty.

Started Taking Tanlac,"
She Says.

'
Department of the Inteirop. t). 8. J.and OfOpens.
fice at Santa Fe., N. M July IB, 1918.
nineteenth
The
Chicago,
Notice l hereby given that Eatevan C
Grand American handicap trap shoot- f'havea,
of Seboyeta, N. M., who, on Oct. 4.
228
with
tournament
opened today
1912. made
ing
No. 017310. for
in
the
shooters participating
Suth
Section 28. Township
Shore introductory, the 200 target 9N. Ramte SW. N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed
notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
classic from eighteen yards, and forty to
establish claim to the land above deprofessionals shooting for the profes- scribed, before Wm. C. Kennedy, U.' B.
United
sional
of
the
championship
at Seboyeta, N. M., on, the Bept
States. The introductory was won by J, 1918.
namea
rlalmart
N.
veaaea
Henry J. Pendergast of Phoenix.
V. P. Harrington, of Correo. ?. M. ; Patricio
Y., four times champion of New York
of Seboyeta, N. M.; Samuel Gar
tate, with a score of 198 breaks In Oonralea.
N. M i Dlontcto Marque.
cia, of
'

We ore in a posH'"" to fclve
more vnlne for tlio money than
any other IU'ILDLNU l lttM In

lie-tull- .s

TELLS ALL OF HER

.

LJf

General Contractor

BEARS

I

When tho state food administrator here wa sopening his mail
yesterday morning he came upon
a largo envelope marked "personal."
"Huh," he said, "must be
somebody after me for cutting
their sugar allowances.
Well,
here goes anyway," and ho opened the envelope.
Inside was a large sheet of
paper bearing the words, "for
advice.", Wrapped inside the paper was a brand new, crisp,

i

Wallace Hesscldcn

TO

Ar-lic- h

ICPil.

4

10

Two-ban-

fit- f;
f:

i

"--rt.

4

...

LOSE

DOGS

AH. it. II. PO. A. K.
1
5
0
0
0
01
4

purifier that has

the test of time, having been in constant use for mure than fifty' years. It
will do for you what it has done for
thousands of others, drive the rheumatic poisons out of your blood, making it pure and strong and enabling
it to make you well. S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable, It will do the
work and not harm the most delicate
stomach.
Write the physician of this Company and let him advise with you.
Advice Is furnished without charge.
Address Swift Specific Company, 435
Swift Laboratory. Atlanta, Ga,
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At a nueting yesterday morning of
represeniatives of the various church
es or the city, in the offices of tho
league, for the purpose of
opening an active campaign against
tho roadhouses adjacent to Albuiiuer- que, a set of resolutions were adopted
inviting every religious, civic and fraternal organization of the city to appoint a representative for the drive.
Representative! of the various organizations will moet at 9 o'clock this
morning In the Chamber of Commerce
and will attend a meeting of tho
county commissioners at 2 o'clock this
afternoon, when the commissioners
will consider revoking the license of
the proprietor of thu Sawmill saloon
and roadhonse. F. E. Wood acted as
chairman of the meeting.
Sheriff Rafael Garcia, who attended the meeting
yesterday, assured
those present that he is in hearty cowith
their efforts to have
operation
the law enforced and declared he will
remove any deputy who Is shown to
be in collusion with the
Dr. D. R. Boyd declared that for the
movement to have any force It must
necessarily be representative of the
best people of the city, and it was on
his suggestion that the various organizations were Invited to assist.
From the large committee, which
will consist of
representatives of the
various civic, fraternal and religious
orders of the city, a smaller executive
committee will be chosen which will
have the active work of the
campaign
under supervision.
Col. Alfred Grunsfeld, chairman of
the county commissioners, attended
the meeting for a brief time yesterday, but declared he did not wish to
be present when Individual cases were
discussed. He declared he wished to
act Impartially when the' matter was
brought before the commissioners. He
assured those present that tho commissioners will revoke the license of
every saloon in the county where it in
shown that women congregate.
A. b. McMillen was selected to rep.
resent the Rotary club.
The resolutions adopted yesterday
follow:
"Resolved, that each church, fraternal and civic organizations In Albuquerque lie invited to appoint one
member, the whole to constitute a
genfral committee to take all necessary measures to abolish Immoral resorts In tho county and secure the
revocation of the licenses of all saloon.i
permitting Illegal and immoral prac.
tices at and about their premises; the
committee to meet for organization at
the office of the
league
tomorrow morning. August 6, at 2
o'clock."

IPI'.ltL

and which Is not effected by
Sufferers Should Realize That lurks
and ointments. It Is important
It Is a Blood Infection and salves
that you rid yourself of this terribla
disease beforo it goes too far. S. .ty S.
Can Be Permanently
is the blood
RtodJ
Rheumatism means that the blood
has become saturated with uric acid
(
poison.
It does not require medical advice
to know that good health is absolutely dependent upon pure blood.
When the muscles and joints become
sore and drawn with rheumatism, it is
not a wise thing to take, a little salve
and by rubbing it on the sore spot, expect to get rid of your rheumatics.
You miiRt go deeper than that, down
deep into the blood where the poison

Chicago, Aug. 5. Dugan's batting
and fielding gave Philadelphia tho
final game of tho series with Chicago. Dugan's home run which followed
singles by Perkins and Dykes gave
the Athletics a lead which Chicago
could not overcome. Score:

totals

0

0011

000 000

and Wallops Out Home Run
Which Gives His Team a
Lead and Ultimate Victory,

.495
.4 90
.459
.440
.380

What Is Rheumatism?
Why Suffer from It?
Relieved.

Shortstop Fields Great Game

i

5.

.

"

.431
.409

etC,.. .tAtlrf WIRIJ
Rosttm took the
Boston, Aug.
last game of the scrips from PittsBy Vaughn 2, by Douglas 2, by
Score:
Toney I, Innings pitched By Vaughn
burgh.
5. by Carter 2, by IKniglas 2, by Toney
Pittsburgh.
AB. R. II. TO. A. K. 7
Causey 1
Losing pitcher
1
2
1
0
0
0
Ellam, ss
Toney.
4
0
2
0
3
0
Bi?bee, If
0
0
2
3
0
0
Carey, cf
Philadelphia it: St. Louis I,
9
4
0
Southworth, rf . . . 4 0
Philadelphia. Aug. 5. Jacobs beat
4
1
4
0
0
0 SI. Ivouis
or the second time in five
Cutshaw, 2b
3
0
Oil 0 0 days, the visitors having won the othMollwitz, lb
2
0 er four
2
McKctchnlc, 3b . . 3 0
games. During base running
1
3
2
0
0
0
Schmidt, c
helped.
1
2
0
3
0
0
Adams, p
Score:
it. If. K.
St. Louis
5
2
...100 000 000
28 0 5x26 10 0 Philadelphia
Totals
..000 300 OOx 3 8
lioKtOlt.
Batteries: Doak and Gonzales; JaA B. H. II, TO. A. K. cobs and Adums.
0
4
0
4
0
2
Horzog, 21
raV MORNING

J

:

.457

4,5

4!)
50

-

ATHLETICS GAME

.4:19

2

6

VIVA &EORGES
v

.43

51
31
55
5S
62

AMKRJC W I,KA(il i:.
w. i..
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
New York
Chicago
St. Louis
Detroit
Philadelphia
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DUGAN STARS IN

6, 1918.

.

FRANCI8CO DEWAiiu,
RefUtef.

LUMBER

For Gold and Silver
A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Undo Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odd
And End Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
fMr. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Po.t 4th
and Gold ha been placed in
charf of this by tho War
Saving Committee and will
return to you the fall value
of the article in atamp.

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
a SOUTH FIRST STREET
.

.

1

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, August
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British General Here to Arrange
Air Flight Across Atlantic Ocean

BQLSHEVIKI

Czecho-Slova-

By

MORNIN

JOURNAL RPRCIAL

"'"' ""

ktAMD WIRtl

.
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Ill

of WomQiis Dresses
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'! York, Aug.
New
to
(brow open to invalid,B.Preparine
sol
dlers the best buildings Amerir.n
in tin.
opojis, army agents are to,lav sound.
nig mo uueciurs ot dozens of tho Moclubs, hotels and apartment
with a view, to takinir ovn,-' n,i..houses
and the military or- ..i...
scrapers fn,'hnDm,., "quarters."'V'0 con
sanitations of the Siberian governin
ment were announced In dispatches
tne
world wnj equal
pmni
the great groups of buildings
received today by the Russian emto be
devoted
hero
to
tho
can
nf
bassy from Omsk.
'
sick
oner.
when
soldiers,
Organization of a peoples' army to
has bespoken all the modern
quarters
with allied help the battle
he is after, it is declared Sin,n,
front against Germany is proceeding
men in town are entitled to better ac- very successfully, the dispatches said,
luimiiuuHiion man most- Invalid heand everywhere the population is man.
roes. New Yorkers are nil iv,,i., ...
Stive up their own beds for this
ifosting "vivid interest and sympathy,"
-purwith the movement. The relations bepose at a nod from the government.
S3- tween the new army and the Czechoi.crnuiii uuii.
That the materia for manv minion..
slovaks were described as brotherly.
of dollars worth of pug advertiseIt was also announced that the temments, written to camouflage
lier- porary government of Siberia, organ-- !
1
.iiciiij, an luiiTitiuit;, Hmi even sym
ut 4 lacnvoBiek. and said not to be
puuu-ucio
uie American people is
different from 'tho United' Siberian
now hidden here, has lust hecu
i,.k
(PloUpeiUVOOP ft, UMOKWOOI
government at Omsk, has made a published as the latest evidence of Gerlic statement of its political aims as
Ihe establishment of an air route then continue on into Germany and ...u., fian. jvt-l- nut" ine l.UHlfnn u
iollows:
between the United States and Europe make unheard of raids to wipe out siiiKing and our entry inin the wr
Creation of a Iiussian army to fight seems now a
storehouses, trenches hopeful nun agents really continued
certainty. Pains are well munition plants,
cities. The flight across the to cherish drsains of letting loose this
against Germany.
advanced for the initial flight to take and evenchannel
English
Recognition of all the international
whs considered
puoucity propaganda, recent revo
probably in August or early in lematical, but was easily made. probtreaties and nfcrccmcnts of Russia place
The none prove, xneonly factor In.thn
tho fall.
our
from
mat tnese foxy enemy aliens
situation
to
coast
France will
with friendly nations! which were in
MaJ. Gen. Brancker of the British flight
nan apparently overlooked, the gov- tho same, officers suy.
roice when 'the Bolsheviki overthrew army and controller general of the materialize
The
was
plane?, which will be vi iiiuuiiL in vesiiKaioi s declare
the provisional government.
British Air Equipment,
is now in the typobombing
sent over, will house motors the hundred per cent loyaltv of the
Creation of all Russian central au- Washington arranging the details of developing
'
and newspapers and publicity agencies of
the flight. It is planned to use the carry three over
men tho pilot, mechanic the land, that no amount of Teuton
thority which will be recognized
new
motors
In
tho flight, and observer.
of local and mu whichLiberty
money could dent.
will take about 40 hours, acMaJ. iGen. Brancker was born in
Housewives Hustle.
nicipal
to expe rts.
1S77 and joined tho Royal Arlillerv In
Enforcement of guarantees pf indi- cording
Racing to reduce to a minimum anv
The past four years having brought
In 1913 he was attached to'the prospect
of
vidual liberty and the
shortage in the days
right of pri- such wonderful developments In avia- Royal Flying Corps and a year oater of snow siegefood
attend next winter, hun
vate property,
tion it is not the Idea now of merely was
Assistant
appointed
of Military dreds of thousands of housewives
flying one machine across, but to send Aeronautics.
hundreds aqross !n this manner and service as a He has seen much active hero are now canning, drying and
pilot.
preservlnt every ounce of foodstuff
REQUEST, CATTLE FEED
that they can lay hands on. With In
struction and demonstration in tho
FREIGHTRATE REUCED
arts of food storing to be had on al
most every corner in every section of
E
E
IRY MORNINO JOURNAL
RPICIAL LIAUO WIRU
the greater city, every household can
1M Paso,
Tex., Aug. 5. Cattlemen
now be heaped high with provisions
in El Paso, Arizona and New Mexfor tiding over another winter, with
ico today filed a request with the
out violating hoarding rules along
'exas railroad commission asking for
BOARD
OP
these line, tho food administrators
a reduction on cattle feed from cendeclare. Unless the ladies in charge
tral and east Texas for feeding cattle
of
the larder takes advantage of the
on the southwestern range. The feedfood available at the high tide of gar
ing of chopped desert plants is being
den
they may regret any
more widely adopted In this Bcctlon
UPON lapsesproduction,
at these canning chances, when
but the cattlemen find that the chopfood comes highi and scarce over tho
ped desert plant feed is better when
counter, it is predicted.
mixed with other feeds which 'are
Anzncs Again,
plentiful in eastern Texas.
Another big batch of tho fighting
MORNINO JOURNAL RPRCIAL LKARKD WIRR1
Mexican cattle owners were making
Australian troops on their way to re
Washington, Aug. 5. To help fin
inquiries here today for 6,000 acres of ance
Washington, Aug, G. Paper mills turn to tho front has this week filled
fincrop
tho
war
movements,
land
for
cattle which are to
grazing
have been listed as an essential Indus- the streets all over town with the
be brought out of Mexico soon for ance corporation announced today it try, the
division of the war familiar sight of its campaign-worwelcome
applications from industries priorities
fattening. They are making Inquir- would
board announced today, on uniforms. Ever since the Anzacs, who
ies In Arizona and New Mexico for banks for loans to cover advances by
Lne oanKs to farmers and merchants the understanding that the greatest are now tearing up the trenches of
the required pasturage.
for harvesting and marketing wheat possible economy will be exercised in the Germans, passed through this rlty
and other crops. Jxians will be limited the use of paper and that newspapers New Yorkers have learned to like
to rour months and will carry interest will reduce their consumption of news these quiet, modest colonial troopers,
KELLY GETS JUDGMENT
successors are being made
and
at six per cent pe rannum.
print 15 per cfcnt on daily editions and very their
welcome wherever they stroll.
W. P. G. Harding acting as man20 per cent on Sunday editions..
FOR $13,000 AGAINST
If the sturdy soldiers from Australia
aging director of the war finance corPublishers believe, It was said today, are fair samples of tho men now movMORA RANCH COMPANY poration, requested the federal re- that with .discontinuance
of
ing against the Teuton lines, their adserve banks at San Francisco, Minne
practices and institution of a mirers here have no fear of the outapolis, Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis,
RPICIAL CORRKRPONOINCI TO MORNING JOURNAL
Atlanta
Richmond to accept from sliding scale of reduction In reading come of the fighting abroad.
East Las Vegas, N. M.. Aug. 5- .- member and
War AVoatlicr.
and
banks ap- matter, the required curtailments will
David
J.
Judge
Spoiling all suggestions of weather
be .accomplished without interfering
Leahy in the district plications for loans.
court has awarded to Harry W. Kelly
talkers hereabouts, the war service InAdvances will be mad
to 75 per with the advertising columns.
of the government meteor,
a Judgment of 13,000 against the La cent of tha face value up
of loans to
The war Industrial board 5s skid to vestigators
ological bureau have at last declared
tueva Ranch company. This is the farmers or merchants or up to, 100 favor the Industrial
principle that no that the war disturbances can have
amount claimed by Kelly as his com per cent providing additional collat- new newspapers be started
during the no effect on weather conditions. Hered
mission on the sale of the ranch prop eral amounting to
of the war.
to fore every weather wiseacre has
erty last year for $260,000 to Messrs. loan 'is furnished. Tho security must
up failure in prediction by
Reading mulier tor the purposes of covered
loans
which
"evidencing
Ralph Hunt and H. A. Whlttington, be notes
the claim that artillery fire in France
Is
been
for
made
defined
as
crop moving pur- reducing space
consisting was responsible. From now on, It is
of El Paso. I. C. Deoul and Hugh have
poses or notes evidencing loans which of all matter printed except paid ar
admitted by the prophets they
Loudon, who were respectively presi- have
been mado previously to farm- vertisements.
Tho schedules of cur sadly
will have to guess right or admit that
dent and secretary of the ranch com- ers and merchants, provided a state,
pany, were alleged by Kelly to have ment is mado by the applying bank tailmcnts are based' upon a standard they guessed wrong.
column of 300 agate lines.
promised him a commission If ho that the proceeds of the advance will
With tho exception that the curtail
would find a buyer for the ranch prop- be used for crop moving purposes."
ment of daily editions becomes effec
erty, which is one of the best in the
tlve August 12 Instead of August 5, the
slate and Is located near Mora, northAMERICAN TANKER IS
recommendations of the committee of
west of here. Kelly's assertion was WEATHER. CONDITIONS..
the American Newspaper Publishers'
that he brought Messrs. Hunt and
SUNK BYHUN
BOOST CORK PRICES association, made public July 20 arc
Whlttington here to look at the propaccepted by the war Industries board
erty, and .their visit resulted In a'salo.
IR
MORNINS
JOURNAL RPc"a LRARtO WIRI1 '
V MONNINR JOURNAL RPRCIAl LRARRO
WIRI1
He says that Deuel and Loudon rec
lho curtailment of 20 per cent of
Washington, Aug. 5. Sinking of the
5.
Sensational
ad Sunday editions
becomes effective
Chicago, Aug.
ognized that Kelly would ask for a
American tank steamer O. B. Jen
vances in tho value of corn resulted January 1.
commission should Hunt and
nings yesterday, 100 miles off tho Vir
from
heat
and
The
of
rate
today
extraordinary
in
reductions
the
reading
purchase
property. Kelly
ginia coast, announced today, re
filed suit last fall after, ho alleges, lack of rain that'threatoned big losses mattep-fodally and Sunday editions
BY HIS
vealed the presence of at least two
.
Louden anH
iT.J'in the total corn yield. The extreme
irom i per cent on nrty
German submarines on this sido of
cents a bushel
rise in price was 6
to 60 per cent on more than 350
ms commission.
the Atlantic. The second raider has
;
Kelly was represented by S. B. for October delivery, which finished columns,
been operating off the coast of Nova
to $1.65
Davis, Jr., and A. T. Rogers Jr., at- at $1.63 as against $1.65
Paper mills will bo dealt with indiScotia and nearby waters for sovcrall
RPPCIAL LRARBOIR'l
IRV MORN'NR JOURNAL
on
close
at
the
Saturday.
in
of
of
vidually
this
coal
torneys
tlje granting
city. , Deuel and Lou
N. M., Aug. 5.
days.
East Las
Wild trading was witnessed at times ities will be given a preference onprior
s counsel was w. G.
fuel One of the Vegas,
Haydon of
most brutal murders in
den
the
and'
around
beginning
on
especially
s
condition
that they sign pledges to local
vegas and E. C. Crampton of R
to
was
here
New York, Aug. 5. There were for
brought
light
history
end of the Bcsslon.
ton.
rurntsn no paper to anv consumer! on
men on board the tank steam
less he signs a pledge In duplicate to lato last night when five native boys
of a comrade, ship O. B. Jennings, torpedoed and
the
to
confessed
killing
effect
. Camp Sherman, Chilllcothe,
the greatest possible economy
a Watrous boy, on sunk by a submarine. off the Virginia
O., has WOMAN FATALLY HURT
nuu i.i. "iimpt?, men in
in the use of paper and trf observe all Isaiah Truiillo,
training out Of
coast yesterday, according to tho reo
last
night.
Wednesday
a total of 30,000 men in
camp.
CRASH the regulations of the war Industries
IN MOTORCYCLE
TruJIIlo was invited to attend a orns or tne Htanaara Oil company
board. If by October 1. the board an
nounces, the agreed curtailments have dance with the other boys. When on here. The captain, G. W. Nordstrom,
(V MORNING JOURNAL RPRCIAL UUU WIR)
the road he was told that there was of Brooklyn, and seventeen men, arf
6.
Mrs.
Annie not boen accomplished additional cur no dance and one of the hoys picked unaccounted for.
Denver,
Aug.
tailmcnts
will
be
into
effect.
input
Schmidt, 35 years old, was fatally
a ouarrel with him. TruJIIlo was hit
This Is the second appearance- of the
jured today when a motorcycle and
on the head wun a rocK ana- then O. B. Jennings in the marine casualty
side car plunged into an Irrigation
shot with a .22 caliber pistol by news this year. On March 24 the
ditch in Denver. She had Just arrived
Manuel Gonzales. He started, to run tanker collided off the British coasl
from Marshall, Colo., making the trip
Gonzales
shot with the British steamship Wai
was overtaken.
but
in the aide car.
him again and the boys then beat and Knight, also oil laden, and thirty-sev- .
,Mrs. Schmidt died afterward at the
kicked him until he died. The body en lives were lost.
county hospital.
was hid in a pile of rocks and covered
S
The Jennings,
was shelled .1
Mrs. Schmidt's husband was killed
with brush. Two of the boys were British warships afire,
until
her
decks wcro
a, year ago In a mine accident at
arrested when Trujlllo did not return awash. She was salvaged
I
Louisville Colo.
by
but were released after a severe ques tugs In the service of the United
Stntes
tioning by the authorities. They were forces abroad, and was onh6r
BY
waj
the body and were to a United
seen
removing
States
NO COMMUTATION-Owhen
again taken Into custody, fixe only sunk. She was valuedshipyard
at more than
reason is that the boys did not like
SENTENCE Or SMITH
1,000,000.
V
.
Trujlllo.
Consolidation
.Washington, Aug.
of the political factions in Siberia
Opposed to the soviet government and
the liberation of ten additional Siberian cities from the Bolsheviki
.through tha combined efforts of the

111

cr
i Coivd
n
ihe OrcaiQi Sale

E

Are Scouring
Army Agents
New York for Suitable
Buildings to Be Converted
Into Convalescent Plants,

Military Organization of. Siberian Government.
.' ,
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GIVEN GOOD
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FIVE

BED 0. 5.

SOLDIERS TO BE

GROWING HOURLY
Ten More Cities Liberated

6, 1918.

Coats, Suits, Skirts,
Waists, Petticoats and
Kimonas

Czccho-Klova-

van-sun-

itiii,.,i

-
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Ever

Heltl-Beginn- ing

Thursday, August 8th
AT

l

9 A. M.

At Our Annual August Cash Clearance
Sale Watch the City Papers for Details

,

GOLDEN RULE

Dry "WeGoods
Company
Do What Wc Advertise"

FUG

FEDERAL

COiiKE

TOAD

CROP

if

PRINT PAPER

EMEHTS

INSISTED

n

many-wastefu-

l

er

one-thir-

WATROUS YOUTH

Li

BRUTALLY

Whit-tingto-
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n
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,
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MAIL CARRYING
READY

PLANES

FOR DELIVERY
,

IRV
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5,
The f;rst

PLOT AGAINST LENINE
AND TRQTZKY IS F0UNB

lr

MORNINS

OURNAL RPICIAI. LKARID WIRR) ,

Elizabeth, N. J., Aug.
Amsterdam, Aug. 5. A plot against
six airplanes, especially constructed Nlcolal Lenine, the Holshevlki premier
of Russia, and Leon Trotstky, the minto carry all pouches over tno
Yorit
air ister of war and marine, has been dispost route, will be delivered to tho covered, according to a Moscow tele
government tomorrow by the Stand- gram printed by the Vosslsche Zoltung
ard Air Production company. It was of Berlin. Both of these officials have
stated today. The machines will be therefore doubled their precautionary
.
measures.
put into immediate scrvice
The six machines to be delivered tomorrow are the first of a largo numi:i l'usoans to Mugilalcim.
ber the postmaster general has orEl Paso, Texas, Aug. 6. A delegadered in anticipation of extending this tion of
business and cattlemen
branch of the mail service to other here will leave here Friday; nightfrom
for
of
the
parts
country.
Magdalena, N. M., to attend the El
Paso day celebration Saturday at the
annual round up which will- bo held
France has 1,000,000 widows on the there this week. The chamber ot com.
merce Is organizing the party.
pension list.
-

-

ARMORED CRUISER

,

DIEGO SUNK

am Sincere!
I

Stop Calomel!
Guarantee Dodson's Liver Tone

wre-.-kin-

It woni'itciinow,

dear

Kesinol

will help to make it well and relieve
the srriart and pain.
Do not neglect a spot of eczema,
rash, or other itching, burning eruptioni
and tores, because children's skins are
easily irritated, and if the hurt is
neglected, obstinate trouble may persist in later life.
Kesinol Ointment and Kesinol
Soap
were originated by a doctor and have
been used by doctors for many
years.
All dealm till them. V .

'
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i'e, N. M., Aug. 5. "New
Mexico has too long been, regarded by
the uninformed as a place of
refuge
ior criminals, ' said Governor Lind- sey in a letter to counsel for defendant, declining, to commute the
of A. B. Smith, sentenced to
hang as an accomplice In the killing
of Sheriff Stephens tf Luna county.
Unless it is proven" he Is insane.
An appeal Jer clemency Has been
made on .tha ground Smith is
sen-tert-

REPORT

JOURNAL RPICIAL

LRARRD

WIRRI

Washington, Aug. 5. Investigation
has disclosed that the armored cruiser
San Diego, sunk several weeks ago off
the American coast, struck a mine,
Secretary Daniels announced today.
This is the finding of a naval court
of inquiry, which holds that the lotr
of the ship was due in no way fb negligence or inefficiency on the pirt of
the captain or crew.
V
Of 4,500 women employed by stock

yard firms in Chicago, over 40 per
cent are married and have children

Gas and electric lighting company
The most expensive
chair in the
of Baltimore is training women for world belongs to the pope. It is of
L.
.
,
.
.
,
reading meterc
sol" silver and cost 5190,000, '
'

,

,

,..

,

'

TORRID
'

ONLY 14 PER CENT OF
AMERICANS DISABLED
1ST MORNIN

JOURNAL

PRCIAL LRARIO

WIRtl

WEATHER HAS

GR!PPEDMIDDIE WEST

.

T

HSRNIIM JOURNAL RPRRIAL LRARIO WIRI

Chicago, Aug. 5. Chicago and time.
tlcally the entire middle west swelter
ed today In the highest temperatures
of the year. In Chicago the thermom
eter rose from 90 to 97 degrees between noon and one p. m. and the
weather forecast is for continued high
temperatures. Scores of heat prostrations were reported. The heat wave
covers
Illinois,
Bouth
Wisconsin,
Dakota, Iowa. Missouri, and Indiana.
In western and southern Illinois
and Iowa temperatures ranged from

Washington, Aug. $. rOf the Amer
ican soldiers wounded In the Marne- Alsne offensive, probably less than one
in twenty will die from their wounds,
more than four-fiftwll be returned
to service, and only 14 per cent will
be discharged for disability, accordof the chief of staff
ing tp a statement
'
today, based upon the officially attested experience of the allies during
the four years of war, :
100 to

Uh

'

.

.

Listen to nic! Calomel sickens and you may lose a
day's work. If bilious, constipated or
headachy read my guarantee.
Liven up your sluggish liver! Feel
fine and cheerful; make your work
pleasure; b vigorous and full of am
bition. But take no nasty, dangerous
calomel, because it makes you sick
and you may lose a day's work.
Calomel Is mercurv or nulrkallvnr
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes into sour bile UUe
dynamite, breaking it up. That's when
you feel v that awful nausea and cramping.
Listen to me! If you want to enjoy
the nicest, gentlest liver and bowel
cleansing you ever experienced. Just
take a spoonful of harmless Godson's
Liver Tone tonight. Your druggist or
dealer cll you
bottle of Dodsau's

Liver Tone for a few cents under my
cuarantee that
personal money-bac- k
each spoonful will clean your sluggish
liver better than a dose ot nasty calomel and that it won't make you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone is real liver
medicine. You'll know It next morning because you will wake up feeling
fine, your liver will be working; head-acand dizziness gone; stomach will
be sweet and bowels regular.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely vegetable, therefore harmless and can not
salivate. Give it to your children.
Millions of people are using Dodson's
Liver Tone instead of dangerous calomel now. Your druggist will tell you
that the sale - of calomel is almost
stopped entirely hers.
,
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the forces of tho allies this summer,
strengthened by less than a million
Americans actually in the fighting
areas, must result in their giving more
and more ground as the American
fighters reach the front in greater
and greater numbers.
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SERVICE.

Seven (short months ago the United
States Employment Service was but a
part of a division of a. bureau of the
It had less
Department of Labor.

The Foundation
of Financial
Independence

I'UANCK.

HACK

Western Ilfprpsentative
C. J. A.VDEftHON,
Marquette HMg., Chicago, III.

SHE'S SINKING.

Tho three American soldiers who
passed through Albuquerque. Sunday
on their way from France to Fort
Bayard came straight from the fightEach of them
ing areas in Europe.
had glimpsed the war at close view
and each had felt war's souring
fingers.
The striking lesson that thoso men
brought back and that all disabled
men bring back from over there is
their cheerfulness. In tho brief period
that has elapsed since they were within range of the enemy guns they have
managed to erase the horror impressed upon their minds.
They return
with stories filled with humor ".nil
Inconsequcntal
light heaitedncss.
episodes of the trenches. In which
there is no shadow of gloom, are the
memories
they carry.
outstanding
Their narratives of death are short,
dismissed quickly and without grief.
To the people at home Is given tho
sorrow and mental tribulation of war.
It certainly is not found among the
soldiers.
They are inveterate optimists, with spirits that refuse to rocog-niz- o
its horrifying aspects.
Those who have been invalided InNo one
variably want to go back.
could have doubted the sincerity of
Corporal Charles Aspling, waiting here
for the train to take him to Fort
Itayard Sunday, when ho said in a
voice made husfiy by German chlorine
could have stayed
"I wish
gas:
long enough to be t the big push between Poissons and Rheims."
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wise and careful people,
MANY look
ahead of the iinr.irtd'r
ate future and the financial condition
brought, about by our participation
in the war, will lay the foundation f
a competence by regularly placing
some (portion of their earnings in a"
term account in this bank.
Such people are the ones who become the
leaders of the future the substantial citizens
of the community.
This institution invites your confidence. It
can be of service to you in innumerable ways.

The Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
"The Bank of Personal Service"
ALBUQUERQUE,

Wac Savings Stamps

N. M.

Buy Them Often

bursts and the flying fragments of
than 100 branches and these little
glass cause great slaughter among the
denizens of the river. Used in this
more than desks in the Immigration
a pint size bottle will account for
way,
100
less
than
of
a
personnel
offices;
The kaiser told his dentist there
ait imposing number of fish.
quite
of
persons, and a placement average
was no such thing as international
about 1,000 a day.
OVKIt TIIK HILLS TO TILE HUG
law, having in mind, no doubt, that
HOI t K.
On the eve of the inauguration of there was no power in the world that
Is the fish in efficiency in one of the
the first step of the government's cen- could enforce it. It was about tho
C's?
tralized war labor supplying program same time that he remarked; "AmerDo the B's in abbey e'er sting?
more
Will
has
Service
the muse In music be much
tha Employment
ica won't fight!"
amused
than 500 branch offices for the dissing,
and patriotic enthusiasm that has When the singers of Sing-Sin- g
tribution of war labor and 20,000
made the American navy the great
CHOSS OUSTS POLITICS.
REI
is
recruitment.
It plac
arcnts for its
THH SKCUCT OP HIOAl'TY.
fighting machine that it is, William
(I'rom tlic Ik ilin Loknlaiuelger.)
Curtis Bolt, son of Edward Bok, editor
(Cincinnati Times-Star- .)
ing more than lo.OOO workers a day
the American Red Cross In
A woman whose features bote paThat
of tho Ladies' Homo Journal, commls
The true secret of physical beauty
In war Industry, some of its chief
thetic testimony of her suffering from
tends to be forehanded in its preven
sioned ensign in the United States is to bo born pretty.'
ktte pafnful war conditions had sought
branches placing more than the enof politics in its ranks is indi
navy a year ago, is on duty at one of
tion
tire service seven months ago.
the Seattle shipyards. He expects to 1'I .RI1AIS UK KTX)I OX A CHAIR. to buy some potatoes for her famishcated in a recent pronouncement by
go overseas ini a Bhort time.
a
network
offices
form
If Joseph Conrad, who says, In the ing children. alone
branch
The
its acting general manager, Georgo Corif(ioiuU'iit of the Associated Tress will dash up breathlessly and demand
For money
nothing was to be
When the United States entered the "Shadow Lane" (page 36), "He leaned
over the nation and the recruiting Eaton Scott.
the1
out
of
to
can
know
5.
he
was attending Wit against the lintel of the door," should obtained; every dealor insisted on
war
get
When
Bok
how,
tho
London,
young
queen
Aug.
In despair tho
Into
the Amrican. liams college, a member of tho class look up "lintel" In the dictionary, he payment in kind.
agents are in every county and townThe political candidate who this of England, on tho occasion of the Canadian army
woman arrived at a farmstead where
ship. The former, In the chief indus- year attempts to use or influence the royal visit to the American Eaglo Hut Still another will press forward for of '19. , He was quick to respond to probably would be surprised.
twenty pounds of potatoes were ofinformation as to why mail from his the call for men and entered the
trial and agricultural sections, have support of tho Red Cross or any other a few days ago, sampled the American Aunt
fered her in exchange for a chemise!
in
on
Ho
went
Center,
Kans.,
Sycamore
naval
sho
left
of
camp.
her
Hetty
I'lattsburg
pancakes,
portion
special divisions to care for shipyard, patriotic organization will not get far on the plate. A part
THi; WORLD'S IlKART SPKAKS.the
Fearing that it was impossible to
.soldier, after their hasn't reached hlm'ln camp and when the civilian cruise In 1916, enlisted In
"There go the ships!" wrote
procure food for her children in any
dock, railroad, farm and woman labor. toward his goal. Such action will be majesties had departed, finished it, he may expect it.
the naval reserve in 1917 as quarterwritother way, the affestionatei mother
was appointed Psalmist. What would ho have
The Ragle Hut is headquarters for master, third class;
They have experts to determine the a vulnerable and exposed point of at-- , and went around boasting, "I'm the
ten had he seen nearly a hundred divested herself of her chemise, tho
fitness of each worker for a particular tack for political adversaries who will man who ate the queen's paneuke!" tho enlisted men of the American ensign in the reserve officer's class at mammoth vessels glide into the sea only garment of that kind she had
Tho Eagle Hut now boasts three oversells forces on their visits to the Annapolis.
on a single day pres- left, and handed it to tho farmer's
job.
not fail to call the people's attention attractions
It is hotel, club
Young Rok comes from a literary simultaneously
so typically American that Iiritish metropolis.
no wife--, who
The Employment Service has a sys- to it.
thereupon supplied her with
His father made a name for age of tho fact that there can
they are almost a curiosity in London. and home all combined, and it is fot family.
him as an editor more than thirty longer be a question of any tyrannousis tho potatoes.
most
tho
in
them
the
tem of clearance between districts,
American
are
an
place
popular
barber's
They
chair,
Mr.
The warning issued by
Scott
controlling tho seas? But it
From the
an Americun bootblack stand and a city. Naturally London is the Mecca years ago, and his grandfather, Cyrus power
states and communities.
on the sea, where American
follows:
To Improve
otir pigewtlon.
of every soldier and sailor on leave H. Iv. Curtis, head of tho Curtis Pub- not only
griddle.
pancake
national to the local activities, employwill
fleets
predominate, nor n the
"For years my digestion was so poor
election
since
"The
identified
been
in
has
and
is
visit
the
company,
first
lishing
general
fjrst
likclj
England,
The
was
discovered
even
barber's
chair
are
mearmies
American
where
land
ers and employees, through the
that I could only eat tho lightest
Forewarned, with the publishing business iri Amerthe entrance of the United States in "somewhere in England" after a long, to prove .bewildering.
now swinging the battle tides towards foods. I tried everything that I
labor the war is tr)
dium of the state advisory
search and was bougnt for "0. the American makes a. bccllne for the ica for more than forty years.
air. heard of to got relief, but not until
tho
in
nor
before"
patient
take
final
place
the
long.
triumph,
It is natural, therefore, that ensign where liberty's winged squadrons will about a
boards and state organization com- Tho Red Cross is and must be main- When the Y. M. C. A. people hear Eagle Hut, and there he gets hi bear's
year ago when I saw
the American soldier, as he stretches ing and ready answers to the hundred Bok looks forward to the time when soon darken
the skits, that the greatmittees, share with the officials of the tained a strictly
Tablets advertised and got a
one
asks.
he
ho
and
shall follow in the footsteps of his est
questions
In it, say, "Ah-h- ,
out
invariably
stuff!"
be
that's
will
the
tho
of
this
find
did
I
republic
right
bottle of them
power
service the administration of the proThtre ho finds food, entertainment father and grandfather. At college demonstrated.
The reasons for they know they made a good investorganization.
The real battle field is treatment. Since taking them my diho dabbled In lltenr;y work and It is
gram. And every step of the
this are so obvious to everyone that ment. The English barber chairs are, and companioshlp.
in the hearts and minds of men and gestion is fine." Mrs. Blanche BowIn the roomy, comfortable loung" his intention to take up journalism as women in all nations, who are listenand upbuilding process has they need no elaboration.
uptight, with an immovable back.
ers, Indiana, Pa.
In England, when an American he registers by writing his name on a profession after the war.
been taken with the advice and coun-eing to the voice that calls them to
insticks- into the
"Membership in tho Red Cross
which
he
a
marker
wants
to
have
shoes
his
he
themselves
shimd
from
tyranny.
emancipate
of experts of Industrial manage- cludes so
Journal wants bring results,
BUILT A KliACKER'S CAGE.
map of the if.
many people and there are looks in vain for the familiar permanThe Christian Herald.
ment and labor.
S. A.
(Mobile Register.)
Through the good offices of
so many men of prominence engaged ent chair stands that ho was accusGadsden. Ga. A motor car full of
It Jb worth while noting that the in its work either at home or abroad tomed to find in his home city. Here those little flags he may be able to
a little later, in the words of the men garbed In the attire of the Klu- Employment Service since its reorgan- that It Is not at all unlikely that many he encounters only an itinerant side- say
song, "Gee, but it s good to- meet a Klux Klan drove into tRe court house
isation has handled the doublo task of them will be candidates for office. walk knight of the shoebrush equipped pal from
your home town," for the square the other night and erected a
a
witn
No seat is probox.
small
national
of building up"a
organization No matter how
Red vided for the customer. The London; flags have been the means of reviving slacker cage, placed a warning there
any
sincerely
old
time
friendships between men who on and1 drove away. Tho cage Is built
and supplying the daily growing calls Cross official or "worker
may strive branch of an American shoe company had lost sight of each other for years. of heavy timbers and bears the legion.
of the war industries.
tl'fl
an
Hut
presented
with
Eaglo
to keep separate his Red Cross work Amcj-kafor All." The motto,
Enough
stand which has a marble In one instance they enabled a father "Big "Klu-Klux
with
Klan" printed in red.
from any possible political ambitions top piece and is surmounted by one to find his son.
The visitor notices
also in the gives warning that loafers must go to
Oonstantiio's brother is re- which ho may entertain, ho may and of those comfortable armchairs in
lounge a counter filled with American work and that
porson must do
ported to be planning to many a probably will be quite unablo to pre- which a soldier can repose luxuriously. magazines, reading and writing tables his part to help every
win the war or suffer
pancake gridillei was the hard- and a
rich American girl. If he lives In this vent his friends from using his con estThe
table.
Just
billiard
the
of
imprisonment in the
penalty
nut of all to crack. The problem off thebig English
;
lounge is a "quiet room" for cage, accompaniod by a coat of tar
country, however, ho will have to nection with the Red Cross in order was to obtain a metal plate
large
and
and
feathers.
reading
writing.
or
work
to gain favor with the voters.
fight.
enough to accomoil.Uo batter for all
Continuing th? inspection ho surcakes the hungry soldiers craved.
"While duch actions cannot be con the
TIIK TKAKS OF lUirrMS.
London was searched from end to veys tho concert hall with its fully
HATTLK
LINE
SHIFTING
who
"We had motored almost all night
THE
trolld, oil candidates for office
end and at Inst a plate was found. equipped stage, moving picture
on
two
the
In
way to Itheims," writes Howard
the alcoves,
are at heart sincere well wishers for But after the cooker had been conpianos and;
Usually Wheeler .editor of Everybody's, in the
Today more than at uny time be- the Red Cross should realize that they structed, another problem presented four American pool tables.
afternoon", always in the eve- August number of that magazine. "It
fore does it appear that the terrific must do all in their power to prevent itself. What were the cakes to be in thethere
Is "something doing" here, was raining hard and very cold. The
Enter the wheat ration ning,
'
offensive launched by the German the public from gaining an impression made of?
We
morning was a little brighter.
question. Tho Y. M. C. A .cooks had and on Snturday night comes "thf were
How Our Soldier. Will Long for
in
in
their
March
almost fivo miles out when we
armies
reality,
whs,
that political preferment can or one idea ns to the amount of wheat big party." After' the formal' enterof
our
cathedral
view
first
the
got
been
has
tainment
the
concluded,
last desperate attempt to break the should, dlrcetly or indirectly, bo af- that should be used for the butter;
American Tobacco!
Good
chairs are removed and the floot 'La Oloticuse Mutilec," the French
allied defense and force a military de fected by Red Cross work either at the British government had another- - cleared
call
it.
for
a
frolic.
one
quite different. The cooks hud
cision before
tho Americans could home or abroad.
As General l'ershing doesn't permit
"We stopped at some distance and
The text of lied to capitulate to war's necessities and
reach the fighting fronts in prepon- Cross service to mankind Is stamped they mixed enough corn moal and his soldiers to dance, substitutes foi walked toward tho entrance; There
Joumtl riarantees to del VM,
Bt special arrangement The
were
domust be
and
two dollars
great holes 'where pavement had
potato flour with tho wheat to con Vised.
an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers,
derating numbers.
through
by the approval of the American form
once
and
whole
the
'a
A.
area
C.
The
M.
been,
resourceful
around
Y.
to the government's Views,
worth ol tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
The developments of the past three people, regardless of politics, race, or
was
the
waste
a
cathedral
from
introduced
volunteer
glanchave
workers
to France.
io be "in on the first batch of
Franc and on
salient religion. No taint of selfishness can be cakes,
weeks In tho Solssons-Rhcim- s
round" gambols, grant ing shells or misaimed shells which
soldiers formed a queue in tho
are put up U attraotWs
The packages (80c worth of tobacco)
and parlor games with such had been fired at tho historic struc
have proved that the enemy's strength allowed to "creep into the work, en huge cuntcen extending
all around marches
every: package w put a return postal card
patrlotio packages. Inaddress
that, judging by the laughter ture. And from this debris, from tho
has been depleted to a greater extent dangering and even perhaps destroying the room. They ate so many cakes success
will
so that you
get word back from
with your nam and
the first week that, according to one and shouts of the scores of partici- fallen stone that will, always stand as
than even the most optimistic allied its great accomplishment."
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 esnt
of the hut's secretaries, they used up pants, the embargo on dancing causes a monument to tho Hun, there rose
...
DisOM.
His offense
commanders believed.
oil tho maple syrup in England. A no egret. Most of the girls who take mat wonderful statue of the Maid of
not
even
arc
Orleans,
of
nick
a
Americans
untouched;
part
living
daughters
of
lias not only crumbled, but his de
is
now
big
on
supply
the way
syrup
If Hindenburg Isn't dead yet, he
in the upraised sword.
.
w
TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
from home; also a consignmei t of In London.
He is
fense Is seriously
shaken.
"Inside it was the old story over
The Hut contains sleeping
probably wishes ha were.
the
buckwheat,
of
will
arrival
which
Near the Trenches.
threatened with the most overwhelm
for about 300 men. There again. There were great holes in the
mean another queue.
demolished
are
four
torn
roof,
COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORT
known
respecdormitories
paveraVIN
FROM
ing defeat the German arms have sufstatuary,
lite introduction at the hut recently
MAJOR SMITH'S FLIGHT.
of what is euphuistically known as ice tively as the "Dixie," "Blue," "Green" ment. Bven on the spot where Jeanne
fered since they were turned back
we
had come through the. gate of he eohool
d'Arc
stoodi
near the main altar while
"As I recall now,
cream caused the otiick formation of and "Red" rooms. The "Dixie" room
from the Marne in the fall of 1914
To persons who have made tho hot, a lino even
is reserved for sailors. As a large Charles VII. was being crowned king
house te where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
than
the
longer
pancake
brought
The reverse of the crown prince's tedious
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront.weiL
forever.
journey from San .Antonio queue, 'j He average afternoon con proportion of American sailors hall of France was obliterated
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full
army has become almost a rout, the across the parched plains of Texas to sumption of this favorite American from tho southern states, this dormi- Tho same terrible storywith one dif'
A portion of the roof had
ference.
tory quickly found its nam- now amounts to eighty quarts
"'Tou get it. I see, said the German officer, who stood alongswiftly moving allied line, which has El I'aso, which takes neatly twenty-fou- r dish'
been of wood covered with lead- - At
One of the seven secretaries of the
side of me. It eomes from three miles off, but you can get It five
been thrust northward at an Incrcd
t
time
the
the
fastest
of
the
hours by
trains,
bombardment in
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
Kaglo Hut here was
ible speed, keeping the newspaper flight of Major Pean Smith Sunday American a moment's
terior repairs were under way. The
why
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains
rest in hie cubsnatching
bombardment
set
to
scaffolding
to
fire
on
in
the
tobacco la so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
the Jump
order
icle on a recent Sunday afternoon
map makers
Is astonishing In its contrast.
WITH SCISSORS
and the flames caught the roof.
when a tall American
looked
mark the changing lino where, it be
"All the tobacco which can be spared la sent to the men In the
The lead sheating melted, dripping on
Major 8mithsoarod into Carlsbad in at the open door. Itsoldier
'
was evident
trenches.
As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
front
, .
,
,
AND
longs.
the floor or running down the walls.
six hours, flying time, after ho left mat the soldier had n rcouost to make.
'
can
stand
that",
i
In
It.
That the crown prince's army con San Antonio, according to a report but he hesitated
In
still hung
many places
long.
conrcstoons.
sionucr
The
No Matter How Small the Amount Send It In.
guide explained
tlnucs to yield before the onslaught of from the New Mexico town.
His siderably before he got up tho courage
the cause very slowly so that I should
TO SAVE POETS BIRTHPLACE.
say ho wanted to borrow a suit
the allies Indicates clearly that lie townsmen were struck with wonder to
Our boys art going to need tobaoeo in great quantities. Fill out
u.
understand.
or underwear.
(Columbus Sundav Dispalt'h.)
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon and make It generousl
dares not give battle until he feels he when they saw the great plane sweep
"'We have come to call them,' he
The International Longfellow So
"I hate to trouble you for anything
.
Bring it, or mall it, to The Journal Office.
has reached securer positions than are ing up the valley, and when they dis- like that, sir," he apologized, "but this ciety or Portland, Me., is making an concluded, 'the tears of Rheims.' "
available below the Ainse. The initial covered It carried a native of tho city being Sunday the .stores aro closed, earnest effort to save .to the world
v
nSfllXft WITH GRKNAPES.
out to dlnner,.so the birthplace of the poet.
I've been asked
withdrawals were precipitated because there wag welcome proportionate to and see
'
In fact, the society already has
THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
(Manchester (Eng.) Guardian.)
you
of the unexpected ferocity of the al the unusual deed.
Our snlriieraln India havo adopted
The secretary found he had a suit bought the old colonial mansion and
a
ksrtwt WUtt slu o
method of catching fish
lied attack, but tho continued retreat
A
Kspkf. No. I. Popular eltmrlittle later, passing restored It, but there is on it a mort rorremarkable
It Is probably the first time In the to spare.
the ' pot." An ordinary marble
this a life
may be assigned only to the fact that state's history that one of Its citizens through the bathroom, he saw the gage of $10,000. To meet$ Leach
.. pkf. No. 1 Popular pips tobaooo kttn rttell Tains
has necked empty bottle such as is uni
of 10,000 at
splashing under a shower. membership
the enemy commanders have lost con has gone away from home and re big fellow
kin
lemonade
used
for
been
and
versally
further
behim,-"!
"Say," the soldier greeted
....... pk. No. 4. Ptpljr elsawtto tobaooo fcSTlnc r.ull tmla of IN.
opened, frecfrom any
summer drinks is obtained, and
fidence In the ability of their troops turned by aerial route To glide out lieve
you can get anything here if you iees or dues or anv Kina, ami solicita dred
a
ksvliig totall, vale.
little quicklime put into it. A small
tion is now In progress.
As soon as
to cope successfully with the allies.
........lUpks. No.t Popular , phx sssirW toe
of the heights and settle easily in' an ask for It."
... ...
;
r 4. n.
....
, ,
The soldiers and sailors ask for all this indebtedness Is paid additional quantity of water is then 'added, and
There are promises of vast numbers alfalfa field is a maneuver filled with
obtained on the bottle shaken up. The gas which
sopBU brsato of Mw oM
things at the Eagle Hut and Ufa membership may be
aosnrtaiio
with row Uf.r to
la
of prisoners having been brought in portentlous glimpses of the future. It kinds ofare
in
forces
the
consequence
'
generates
tot mt,
soak
Ms
One payment of 100. .,
pssksca.
rarely
disappointed.
IsonttM to our soleiors Is Dwropo (a aatte of
theydemand
the mouth of the
All money received is at once in marble up into
by the Americans, French and British may not be beyond the lifetime of article in great
is advice,
bottle,,-whicthus becomes effectivein addition to quantities of munitions people now living until such voyages which is constantly on tap at the in- vested in War Rnvnlcs Stamps and
t saslote ............ ...
is now thrown out into
Certificates, thus aiding the govern ly Sealed. ItThe
The loss of these will as Major Smith's Sunday have become formation window.
and guns.
white
river.
color
the
"of
the
A lad in khaki will hang about un- ment as well us the Lontellow project
,
Tow KaSM
further cripple the crown prince's commonplace.
liquid within the botUe (which is
til the window Is clear. Then- he will
, .
,
"" " '
furiously effervescing alt the time)
AAsross
army and reduce Its morale.
edge up to it and in a bashful whisper
EDlTOIi'S SOX I JfAVK.
arouses the curiosity of the fish, which
The Australian wombat, a marsup say:
'V
It may he accepted that for the first
(Seattle Post Intelllitencer)
so
swim from all parts,
to speak, to
ttats
"Do you think it would be all right
flttr
of the
Not yet 21
old, modest almost
time in the course of the war , the ial, shares with man and gome
to the point years
inf blushinsr when asked Investigate, it. . before long the pres.
apes the distinction Of being If I married an English girl?"
Germans havo taken the defensive higher
In
of
can
sure
the
the gas generating
bottle
Before the puzzled official
to tell something about himself, but
tho only animal to possess a vermi
formualte an answ?r, another soldier tun oi tho
permanently. Their Inability to meet form, appendix.
youthful energy ana vigor becomes go great tliat th. bottle
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Pancake Griddle Is Pride of Men
in American "Y" Hut in England
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2
frame, modern,
sleeping porches, completely furfor 2 families,
nished, suitable
rents for $30.00 per month; Srd
ward.
cement block
$4,750
and shingle residence, hardwood
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot,
good location, Fourth ward.
$2,300.
shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping . porch,
garage; 4th, ward.
stuccoed bungalow in
$2,600.
University Heights, modern, fire'
place.

United States Steel and

Kin-- v.

MOKNINft JOURNAL BPKCtAL IKAeKO
.Aug.. B.

up-rus-

5,

..

,

Closing prices:

..

;

American
American
American
American
American
Anaconda

..

Peet Sugar

. 69

,.

47
Can
Smelting & Refining. 78
92
Tel. & Tel
Zinc
IS
60
Copper
Atchison
85H
G3
Baltimore & Ohio

v

Butte & Superior
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul

Chlno Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

...

27
18
153
67
66
43

394
45
6

30

Erie .
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennecott Copper

Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New Tork Central

14

31
90
1
52
97
33
112
101
28

............

23
71
87

Northern Pacific
45
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated copper....... 23
87
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel.
92'
Southern Pacific
84
Southern Railway
23
Texas Company
i.,152
Union Pacific
121
U. S. Industrial Alcohol
..128
United States Steel
Utah Copper
.,
.....,10981

.........

..A. FLEECIER
Kwl Jlstat. Insurance,
Ill outh Fourth

v r.
r
4$
r 7Bear

FOR SALL

sr

trt

KOK KAI.E

OH KENT

My

$27.-83-

FOU

KAI.E

modern
(By Owner)
brli'k (first ward), hardwood floors, two
New York, Aug. 5. Mercantile
1
O.
basement.
Price
$;J.500.00,
porches,
four and six months. 6 per cent; fiox its, city.
60
4.72
bills.
cent;
sterling
per
day
FOI! SALE OK KENT Modern furnished
commercial 60 day . bills on banks,
house, 5 rooms and bath, targe porches,
4.72 per cent; commercial 60 day bills, cellar, garaite and other outbuildings. Bargain for quick sale. 51N South High.
4.71
per cent; demand, 4.75
FOH SALE Cement block liouse five rnomg
4.76
cent.
cables,
per cent;
per
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
Bar sliver, 99 c.
tot one block from car line, handy to shops
a little cash and 12 per month. Call 1301
Mexican dollars. 77c.
Smith Am Phone 19(111. W
Government bonds. Irregular.
residence tn HighFOH SALE
Railroad bonds, firm.
Worth 13,000, and $1,600 wilt swing
Time loans Strong.
Sixty days. 6 it. lands.
The amount the house will rent for will
per cent bid; 90 days. 6 per cent bid; pay balance on monthly payments. Phone
six months, 6 per cent bid.
1237-Address 1. O. Box 445, City.
Call money Firm. High, 6
per FOR SALE Four"room " hoitse7"ga rage and
4
cent; low,
fruit trees, clovls. New Mexico. Will trade
per cent; ruling rate,
A Ibuqucr'tue
5
property. Also 1G0 acres of
per cent; closing bid. 5 per cent; for
miles
good
farming land one and one-ha- lf
5
offered at
per cent; last loan. 5 northeast
of clovis. Apply at '9"2 Houth
.
,
Third.
per cent.
,
FOR SALE Must self regardless of price,
one new. bungalow home five rooms, two
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
house,
porches, "modern. One three-rooelectric lights and water In both houses.
Kansas City, Aug. 6. Butter-Cream- ery, Houses furnished or unfurnished. Also four,
house with two screened in porches,
42c; firsts, 40 c; seconds, room
modern, plenty of shade. Outbuildings. Ap30 c; packing, S3c.
ply 409 Nurth Edith.
Eggs Firsts, 37c; seconds 32c.
Poultry--He-

broilers,

'

--

25c; roosters,

ns,

28c,

18c;

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

FOUONT o7roeTin
upstair, over Woolworth' tor
connecting
FOR BEKT t rront

3943c.

8637c.

3232c.

FOR SALE

SALE

office

Poultry and Eirtj,

cain.-ui- i
pigeons, reasonable. 4)4 North Eighth Phone 1544--

FOI?"HALETi n pair

!

R. McCM'GHAN
lMionn 007
Lai'K
j,UST
oval belt 210 West Gold
lunjuuiny matrl
in
tllver.
buHnlde
Mrs.
It.
reward.
get
ptn
liiHiiiiiiicc, Ijouiis, Notary I'ulillc
P. Barnes, fi0 North
MaauuUsJiUHT A iloublu fttgle
tllunionU
ring between Second and Ttrinl turutftH uu
(Ymrol avenue. Liberal reward if relumed
to Itoom 7, liarnett Uuliding.

Bana- -

WANTE1J
.Neat intelligent
boy. Munagir
Albuquerque rtanatul'luin.
WANTED' 'Experienced man for milk houav
work. Apply Beiek's Dairy, iiivi North
'
Fourth.
WAXTEI Teacher for manual
training
and an all round mechanic, rtlo Grande
Industrial School, Hox SB5 City,

Economist.

12TS--

with
Two
maids 4 to assist
housework and wait on table. Go home

WANTKU

West

ontrul.

for' Institutional
WANTED Housekeeper
work; good position for right party. Write,
for Interview. Box Ms,' City.
Woman or K'rl to help cook and
WANTED
work In kitchen In small hotel. Address
Eva Utely, P. O. Hex 21, Ecolne), N. M.
'
WANTE Competent Rlrl or .woman that
can cook aud do Keneral housework. Apply 323 South Mulberry. Plioiye ZH.'I-WANTED At once capable woman housekeeper! small family. Call at 608 West
Silver.

FOR REN1

Noru
FOU HE.T Fuiiilshed rooms
for light
housi ket plna. 621 West Silver.
FOH RENT Uuuers rurnist.cO rooms; no
Cut ft Wert Contral.
glc.lt i running water.
FOR R ENT Ruoina nq
weekTHattaT
no sick; over Golden Rule Store.

FOR RENT Large,
room. !19 North

well

Fifth

ventilated

street.

bed
1'hono

19S7--

FOR RENT Newly
furnished roum and
sleeping porches; reasonable rates. bU
North Second.
ItlonjitANllE HOTEL Rooms and apartments, tlflV West Central. Mrs. Richard
I'ropritreflS,
ROOMS
Nr.. clean rooms.
by day or week; over Wuoiworth s,

l.vll'KKlAI.

Girl for general housework. Oill
afternoons (106 North Third.
Wornarr for housework. AlbuWANTKU
querque Sanatorium. Cull today.
WA.N'TKD Woman for Keneral housework.
I'hi'im 3TA. Hei;emek' Dairy.
WOMAN
Forioneraf housework ; no sooa.
.
Address Box C2t, Albuquerque.
lug-WANTED
Mexican or colored girl to do
N. 3rd.
aevvlntf. Denver C'learilnK Cluli,
WANTED Someone to take enru of child
4 years
old, mother is employed. Phono

1X01

Room..

FOR REM!

West,

atilewuiuu.

CAiuiputeill

WAXTKD

nlKhts.

i

The Star Furniture Co.
n vi:st GOII.
a

Have

Dwelling.

llimKfilow 3 rooms, li porches.
MurnlKhed. $2.r,0. inquire 1317 North First
Foil RENT Furnished house, two rootiiH,
sleeping porch, nice yard and out buildings. Inquire laoo North Second.
FORRENT Party wishes to share corn
after 12
pletely furnished house. Cutl
o'clock. Phone H3H-I- . 720 New York.

Boulb.

ratios
319

West Central.
Bleeping
FOR RENT Uiiko ally room
porch suitable for light housekeeping,
t!.r.0. Inquire 1317 North First.
AMBiT-CAHOTki-- , -- 02 fHTWest Centrul.
opened under new management, housekeeping and sleeping rooms, rules reason
able.- l'hone 301.

Boutti.
FOR

HUNT-Furni- shed

FOR

RENT

room

Wen

SI 4

ver;

no sick, no children.
rooms for "light
Furnished
FOR
housekeeping, gentlemen preferred. I'hono
tiath. NT 41(1 West Gold.
FOR-REHousekeeping rooms, 3 and
porch, close in, SIS. It, McCtughan, 21(1
West Gold, Phone o7.
FOR RENT lmrge front room and Bleep-lti- g
porch. 41il South Third, for gentleman; no invalid. Private family.
Inquire
'
Mrs. Tilton Itogh.

Second Jla:ul floods.

Four rooms and bath; large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and 1 18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See ' National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

(Vnu-ni-

,

East

218 South
FOR :tKNT Furnished rooms.
Walter. Phone aa.
FOR RENT Furnished room with Bleeping
por. h. lot South Walter.
FOR RENT Large room with aleeptn
porch; Ideal for two. (It Bait Central.
Rooms with Bleeping
FOR rtl-tt- T
poren
wllh or without board. Phone 671. 1123
East CVntral.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping' porch
detached water and light furnished. Call
1203 East Copper.
'
FOR RENT In Highlands near tlnlverlsty
new
furnished
car line,
modern
hunr:i low. Phone 6S1.
ForfitENT Mml.-rnewly furnished sleeping and light housekeeping rooms,- with
f?ns. mlso sleeping porches. 614 South- Arno,
Phone 13f,2--

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Aug, 5. Cattle Receipts
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
20,000.; Good or better steady, others
slow and lower; calves steady to 254
Chicago, Aug. 6. Corn shot sky- lower. Beef
cattle, good, choice and
ward today. Impelled by fear of crop
common and
The market closed strong prime, $17.5018.76;
t)anrage.
$10.5017.50; butcher stock,
to
at the topmost level.
net medium,
s
cows and heifers, $7.2514.25;
o
higher, with September SI. 62
and cutters, $6.257.25; stock-er- a
$1.63 and October f 1.63. Oats gained
and feeders, good, choice and
lHc to
Theyutcome in pro- fancy, $10.00 13.00; inferior, comvisions varied from 10c decline to a mon
and medium, $7.7D10.00 veal
.
rise of 7c.
good and choice, $16.0016.65,
Excited buying rushes hoisted the calves,
Hogs Receipts
Market
33,000.
corn market at the opening. Reports
at Saturday's best on goodj
of sizzling temperatures, scorching strong
very slow and lower.
winds and lack of mpistue were aug- - nogs; oiners
$19.10 19.70; light, $19.45
merited by forecasts that Indicated no Butchers,
019.80; packing, $18.0018.95; bulk
Immediate relief was in prospect. of
sales, $18.1019.65; pigs, good and
"Brief transient reactions caused . by choice,
$17.75
18.60.
'
at
took
intervals,
profit taking
place
Bbeep Receipts
Native
17,000.
Oats caught the buying fever from lambs
weak;
western lamhn .hd
corn.
higher;
bidding steady.
Provisions were listless. Lard responded a, little to the bullish influKansas
City Livestock.
ence of corn but pork and ribs were
re
Kansas city. Aub-- r rv,t.i
weakened by the nearness of the gov- ceipts 26.009.
Market
lower.
Btfcers.
'
ernment maximum.
1 f.J&lffl
18.60:
westerns.
una
i Closing prices:
16.00; cows. $6.00aia nn.
Corn Sept., 11.62; Oct.. $1.63.
.
$7.50
14.00; stackers and feeders,
Oats Sept,
Oct..
$7.50
17.80; calves, $7.60 13.50.
.
;
Pork Sept, $44.85.
8.000
Hogs
Receipts
uto..i
Lard Sept., $26.70.
steady.
Bulk, $19.001.35; heavy
I Ribs
Sept., $24.87.
$19.20019140;
light, v$18.9fl 19.25;
pigs, i.ioty.li8.tu.
NEW YORK METAIi.
8.000.
Sheep Receipts
MnxW
Lambs. $14.60 17.25; year,
New Tork. Aug. B. Lead Market steady.
lings, $11.00 15.00; wethers, $10.00
Unchanged.
Spelter Quiet. East St. Louis de- V K.oo; ewes,, js.oo 12.60. ,
can-ner-

.

.

.

faV MORNIN
Denver,- -

JOtmtfKI.

I!CCUAL

LIKSI D WIRC,

Aug. i. The state supreme
court today stopped temporarily the
junking of the Colorado Midland rait'
road, granting an application to stay
-

action under District Judge John
Bheafor's order, authorizing the dis
mantling of the road, until Attorney
General L. E. Hubbard has had an
opportunity to present an application
for a writ of supersedeas.
The supreme court's action does not
restore train service on the railroad,
which was discontinued mis morning,
.
under a court order.
w
W,

Hub Offensive Stopped.
Berne, Aug. 6. The German
has been stopped and present operations cannt be publicly iliscussed
declared General Hollingrath, BavaIn
rian minister of war, In speaking
the first chamber yesterday. '
,

;

RENT

4e peg gallon.

.

Roofs under our ear will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
a new root that will last as long as the
ouiiuing. The --Jansauo Co. Phone lUil-iin South Walnut.
RIE curbon ruor paiuv ana root oement
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Iievoe
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lamohair top and seat dressing. Motor car finish, 'cold water kulsumlne, and lie eatla-lcThoe, r. Kolhe
408 W. C'eniiaL Phone 410.
Ooolier-Hewi- tt
FOR SA7-- E
lump. No luiie
25. MiiibIi jileiuro frame vise with saw,
n
tl2. Twelve
.
Jui;s.
Ten
hot wajuga, 25c each. Thirty-galloter tank, 5. 8 2 In film developing tank.
63. Ilunna & llanna. Master
Photographer.

ONB

v
FOR SALB
Centrifugal pump and
motor. With pressure control. ApWeinman, care Bcoueuilst,

house 'two giaaseu

v
Pox 215 or phone J408-FFOR HALE Extra fine, young peUigreea
breeding stock Flemish Giant, New ZeaInquire tl7 South Broadway. Phone 984-- J.
land, and Rufus Red Belgian hares. WlllUm
furnished bouse, Oestrech, Sr., 924 North Eleventh Street,
FOR RENT Three-roowith sleeping porch, llfi.00 par month. Alhuquerque(, N. M-Water paid, bti South Walter.
offer. Standard bred
stallion, 6 'years, 1.000 lbs. sound, gentle
FOR RENT Well furnished modern bung'
or ride will exchange
Drive
looker.
and
good
alow facing University campus. Fhone Z$l,
for teal estate or take diamond as part
mornings. Keys at 1524 East Central.
401
West
Central.
payment.
FOR KENT Modern oangalow three room RIO GRANDE DROO HOO CO.. of Albuwith large sleeping porch, furnished.
querque. The largest breeders of registerPhone 871. Inquire 11 Zt Bast Cemral.
ed hogs In the southwest. Can supply you
modern bungalow with herd boars and young .stuff at modFOR RENT Three-rooerate prices. We can also supply you with
completely furnished, desirable neighborhood. 120 .South Cedar, Phone U78-W- .
medicated crude oil for lice, at 60o per
NT
FOR-RBFurnished eottuge,
modern, gallon. Plain crude otl at 25c per gallon.
car
lines.
Oil furnished to all pig elub members free.
glassed porches; University
Phone 331, mornings. Keys 1124 East CenOffice 121 South Third.
tral.
FOR RENT
Ff)H REST FurnTshea .or light house keej
Apartment!.
cottages, with
Ing. two and three-rnoFOR1JRBNTrr
glassed In sleeping lurches. 822 South
Hotel, corner First and TUeras.
FO
RENT House In Hlghlande, four-rooFOR lte.N'T Desirable furnished apartment
In
furnished:
rlaised
bungalow,
also steeping room. 400 Booth Seventh.
leeptng porch; also garage. Calf 1207 Bast
FOR RENT Two and three-rooi
apartAntral
ments and sleeping rooms.
Ulghlud
FOR RENT Furnished modern four-rooHouse.
house, glassed in porch, alsn three-roohouse, large chicken yard, 12.eo. 1006 East FOR RENT Three ur four room furnished
Central. Phone 499.
apartments, modern; 601 South first. Inquire Savoy hotel office.
General.
Four-roo-

In porches. Water piHd, 14t Phcno 1623-J- .
furnished cottage.
FOR RENT Three-roo-

Cure for Dysentery.
"While I was in 'Ashland,' Kansas, FOR RENT Modern houses.
rooms.
a' gentleman overheard me speaking Some furnished. Close In. W. H, McMUlton
of Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea 506 Weal Gold.
69c.
Remedy," writes William Whitelaw,
WANTEPotltion.
of Des Moines. Iowa. - "He told me
In detail ot what it had done for his WANTED Position ,by experienced nurse.
Telephone 718.
family, but more especially his daughter who was lying at the point .of WANTEDTo care or children,' any ageT
Mrs. F. A. Clayton. 505 South Walter.
death with a violent attack of dysenWork on ranch by man and wife
WANTED
the
been
and
had
tery,
given up by
experienced. Best of references. II. O. C,
family physician. Some of his neigh- care
Journal.
bors advised him to give ChamberPosition by experienced office
lain's Colitr and Diarrhea Remedy, WANTED
' '
livery spot $8.058.17.
man,' Bookkeeper, talesman or - clerical
Denver
Livestock.
which
believes
that
In
or office. Address E. 3., Journal
he
did.
line
store
and fully
"
Denver, Aug. 6. Cattle Recelnta by doing so saved the life of his child.
NEW YORK COTTON.
2,000. Market steady. , Beef steers, He stated that he had also used this
MONEY TO LOAN.
New York. Aug. 6. Cotton futures. $10.00017.00: cows and heifers. $8.00 reniedy himself witfi equally gratifyClosed
Dec), yu.z&j BtotKers and feeders,
Oct.,. $27,87;
steady,
75O0 ing results," v
i.
l7 Wwt OolO, ait 1LJ Cm,
vt

tn

8c;

,

'

.

Rooms

13, 17

J.

WILSON

Attorney
and
Cromwell Building
Phone 1172.
KKNTISTS

t.

WANTED Three, four. ,.r
house,
furnished, at once. Phone 4(i.
WANTED To buy the best twelve hundred
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
WANTED School children and plain sew
ng. Prices reasonable 520 South Arno.
DENVER CLEANING
CLUB
All
guaranteed. 225 Norih Third. Phone 648.
WANTItiJ-- At
once second hand furniture
and kitchen utensils; also cook etove or
range. Phone 2196-WANTED MenVlk shirtB- to dry" clean.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Of field Clean-In- g
Co., 115 South Sixth. Phone 107.
WANTF.D-r-Caa- n
biiyerfor two good Firrd
cars and one Bulck " poesenger. Ail cars
In first clans condition. Phone 849, Mr, Bush.
HIGHEST CASH PRl' tC PAID FOR rfUNK
BT THE SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
114 WEST LEAD. PI10NB 611. WB ALSO
BUT OLD AUTOS.
WANTufD
Becnnd-Samen' and boya
clothe, thee and underwear, Also trunk
and suit eases. Call 41. Chisago eeund- hstid store. 617 Month First.
.
..
l . M1T.O
1
Mllhu
,
w .,. . . . r. J .
uv.vw
i, ui .i .u
each, too ton si rep Iron. Pay from
to
per lb. Patriotic duty. St.
Junk Co., 401 South Flrsi street. Phone 176.
WANTED
Careful kodak finishing by master photographers.
Twice dally service.
fiend
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed,
modern apart- your finishing-- to a reliable, established firm,
FOR RENTA three-rooment, with small sleeping porch near high Hanna
Hanna. master photngraphers.
208
North Arno,
school. Keys at

FOR SALE At best offer Good Cadtllao;
new batteries; good tires; 710 Kent
FOR SALE Used FoHd touring car. jiaf-gal-n
at 1375.00. Paige Sales & Service
Co., 122 West Oold.
FOR SALT- overhauled.
condition, will
Pasamore,
Phone 1036.

Maxwei.
truck, completely
Worn
parts replaced; fine

trade for a Ford. Call Char-le- a
North Fifth and McKlliley.
,

-

,

some one. Beautiful
FOR tALB A prise for
'
1918 Mitchell car, nearly new, a (nap
Cash, 11,22.; terms. Il,7',. It will hr reduced 62.1 euch week tilt gold. Aet quickly.
beuuiid wek August I to 14,
Phone

ti

LAD? wllh cur will drive partlea; reason
ahle rsle Phone BS

FOR RENT Two buildings, at Seventh and
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J. B. Elder,

arent,

KI3NT
li'X'in, wllh alueplnK porch
t'ijjt
410 EuM Cntru..
hof.r.1.

PASToKAGL.
FOR RBNT 70 acres good pasture: 83 per
month. ttuldeV-Ranch- ,
utile luulb ot
Uiwn, PUuue

ln:t,

anU

and sletipliiK porch wllh
KU(t
ii'ior't, womnn only. Plume 1097.
ro.m in mudirrn
I' OK i'ili..VT Funtiiihoct
Ideal fur unimr.
home. With board,
HKiNT-r-Hou-

Vhona

1

31

Ge

U ISN'T

porrh, wtih hrmrd In

Hy. Phuiirt
FOH
It K N

r'imn.

880. Mm

FoK

iNlct

phone

two with
,

I1.I8-W-

or 8lmiiK
private fum- fTirnlnheii
1 Houth

ng
pnrrh
table board.

H

r.mt-elai-

It PINT

in

m'urii

148--

Edltlj. Phun

aiu

pon--

ri'an'nulile

tmaril,
63fi

10

Ahtmtt.

Suth

sjuttuble

ratf,

Arnu.

rto'tm with board fur man and
wife or two lad It's. Tiare g)asd tn porch

FOU TtKMT
no

fthcr buarders, Fur particular

Phon

Hit

MliH. W. U. HKKD, of ihu LorUhart llaiirh
moved tu fio 2 Suuth Arno, where Bh

to take health ieekure, Phune

Is prepared

'

sins.

Eb JAnriTM

RSt()Nnn0

Tho"

ponvuteii-cen-

ts

Hen room wtth privaU
bath. Alno dnfrable double ruum vacant.
tSOl Weit Central. Phone 1111
BHAOY NOOK ranch ofNira excellent roum
and hoard. Juet the place to
afntnt.
For ratei phone 3489 F-frne tranporetlon
Acecrmtnodatloni now available, Mra. ft, B.
Thomaa
idt-tt- l

home.

CARPENTERING.
FOR (JAUl'BNTKR work, reasonable.
,
Ceril os North Plret alreel

Drop

TYPEWRITERS.
TYPEWR1TBIIB All mages, everrrauled anil
repaired. Ribbons t.ir every maehina. Albuquerque Typwrlter Kiehante. Phone H
1e. Heoth Snneli

il ML
Phone

RTAGB

cell

anywhere
any time.
atyf a.m.;ar.ar. Mogollon a p.m.
Silver City I p.m.
a.m.!
Best equipped auto livery in southwest.
BKNNKnf MOTOH TBANSH fO.
HUver City, N. M.
Lv. Pilver
I.e. Mogollon

T

TIME CARDS.

SANTA

ATCiiuuM, lopr.K
WAt
v

CO.
WaetboBBd.

ra kaii

Class,
Arrtvea ' Beparta.
The Scout .
i V.lOpm. 6:30 pro.
I. California tlmited ..11:46 am. li:4i am.
T. Fsrgo Fast
16 :S am. 11:16 am.
. Tae Navaio
. ....... 1:
am. l:Nua
No.
1.

FOR SALE Barber shop and pool room,
also furnished room. Apply Central Barber Shop, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Hotel, seventeen well furnished
-I
- J ..
1...... ....
V,WMYI.
"
" - . a .II..
I J
j ..
.wu.uu.
' ..(!,
.V UCfOI
Owner wilt sacrir de. Bee National Investment Co., 10 North Third.

Rooms With Board.

For Rent

7rk

Automobile. '

FOR SALE

'

"

rjrRKAT'Ti

PERSONAL.

ROUP--

r.

fcXMl

VI.

REM

five-roo-

IS STOPPED

JOHN

Denial HllrgeoQ
.,
Harnett Building
Phone 744
Apiiolntineiita Mude by Mail
r
iCiCcopt'
Ilelltlst
liouglit at a barfealn a line of cups,
Rooms 4 5
Rulldlng
saucers and other dishes; while lliey
last will sell large plates at 15c, small,
PIIVSKIAM AMI MIRGl'.'ONH .,
lie, lie and ISo. Cureal bowls, loc; IV.
t. WIKI'IIV, M. II.
fc, and
coupe soups, 20c;- - salads,
Practice Limited to Tuliereuliil
many other equally good items. The building; opposite postofrice. office Wright
hours,
10 tu 12 a. in., 2 to 3 p. in. I'hono, office
Exchange.
397-residence 897-filtTATtGAKiiT GT t'A KTv iuli iir
FOR SALL-lVhece-&ne- ou.
Practice Limited to Women's and Children's Diseases
lior-- e
FOR sale one-na- if
power motor. 1123 F Central Phone fill. Albiiquerqne. N.M
3u. East Coul.
T
11 It.
is A R A It ( ?)K Kit"
FOR SALE One good farm WUfc'-l- l. ApplJ
I'mctlre Limited tn Children.
1
Oftloe-e-Rooand 2. Wright llldg.
JJlSouthV'altel
FOR C. l.'u A uto lout; ilttls used, iTlf
Fourth and Gold.
1'ont J.'"'. Phone
Hours 3 p. m. to 5 P. rn.
Office Phono 661
FOR SALE -- Large Moaler aafe, cheap. Ai- - Residence Phone 2075.
ply ut 223 Suutb Second,
FOR SALE
harness and btiggyT FOR
Miscellaneous.
t'hus. Mann. tld Albuquerque.
FOR SA LE llouHehold Koods. Cull Mrs. F.
HOHSE9 and Riga to Jemei Bprlnge; aaeap
B. Aiipjehy.
312 East Coal.
rates. 8. Garcia, 1206 N.rth Arno.
FOR SALE 20 guaKe anoigur,, almost lo.w,
e
Thriw-nerR ENT (Hi HALE
ranch,
KOR
for sale at best offer. 401 West Central.
3
2
miles south of town, l'hone 2431-FT.
iH..t
-iloohl- 'OR SALE Tivo
"hmse ami buggy. Three
FOlt'ltENT
Gentle
rluges and one single buggy. Apply Jue
hours for 61. l'hone loss. 123 North WalLewis at A. J. Bachechra Btore.
ter.
FOR SALE Nu. 1 driving hoiae utlght PIANO FOR RENT. The B. C. Whltson
100. 2 saddles, 2 set harness, one heavy;
206
Muslo Oi., Vlionca JS0 and 1454-I set light double harness, 1
runabout, very West Gold.
chenf). 52U North Second.
FOIt RENT Ideul tneator central locution
FOR SALE Good Chrtndier-I'rTJ- e
Jobliress
completely equipped ready for bu.lness,
with several cast s of type. Cheap. II. A.
450. Apply Arthur Kveritt. Jeweler,
seats
Bassott, Box 75, phone 2410-F'
Alloiquerrjue.
FdlfsALK OnoGrund plalio5o7jxccl-ten- t
shii)e. Also one buoy oiigKy, new,
RENT
Store.
FOR
worth 630, will sell for 615. 4U3 North Edith
Phone 15M-W- .
Nice big store wllh all fixtures
RENT
FOR
All-skFOR SALE One
a
106
refrigerator, good
Two living rooms, 625 per month.
ss new, will hold 75 poundx of ice; one South
llrondwuy.
nice oak roll-to- p
desk, library else, good
I'ondllion; one 12x18 letter puss. 512 South

SALllJvettk.

four-roo-

CARDS.

ATTOHNKYD

Rooms

ply l.
FOR
FUH KENT Una furnished
13.00; calves, $11.00 12.60.
house, four
unfurnrooms at 403 and one
H0gs Receipts 600. Market 10c to
623
hares
SAIbl
and
hutches.
FOR
ISelglan
411 South Seventh. Also one
15e higher. Top, $19.75; bulk, $19.25 ished at
West Fruit
unfurnished house at tut West Silver
WANTED Miicel-aneou- i.
19.00.
214
West
welt brulcea cow ponies.
SALETwo
FOR
Ooldj
Market Apply
Phone !ul.
gheepTteceipts 9,000.
Dairy,
WANTED
To buy second hund lumber.
HlglitKUOa.
Lambs, J1C.5016,75; ewes
rnone i hv i ...
FOR"RAI.K
steady.
Young work, horses and mares,
10, (15,
FOH RENT Furnished cottages;
be sold at once. Address W. SPKCIAL raw made io
To
$12.0013.00.
cheap.
piiulo aud fishing
$20 per month. 1113 South Walter.
'
A. L
care Journal.
partles.Calt
rrKNT-rurn'.ahetwo.foom cottiMIe
FOR SALE Three Jersey cows, i Jersey WANTKD Jf you need a carpenter, cairjT
JUNKING OF COLORADO.
with sleeping porch. 1021 South Walter.
8. Durllng. Phone 1595-J- .
heifers, bred,
Jersey heifers, l months.

MIDLAND

PROFESSIONAL

UK.

d

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

IMION K 400.

Tlroudwny.

rooms. 023

Furnished

Jewel fins
l'riee $15,
market for

lnrne Clarke

KanKK with hiRh oven,
worth J4f new. In iho

terms.

LOST.

FOU KENT

.

MHCIBIIES

five-roo-

WAN TKL

A PECULIAR

LiM3MS

MA1TEH CO.

Man at the Albuquerque

WHAT

Tf

North.

rooms over flolden Ttula Store.

Chicago, Aug. 6. Butter Market
steady. Creamery,
Eggs
Higher.
13,67$
Receipts
cases. Firsts, 38(838c; ordinary
firsts, 36887c; at mark, cases In
cluded,
unsettled. Kecelpts 64
cars. Virginia barrels. $5.0O5.10;
Minnesota bulk Ohio, $2.35 2.40;
Minnesota
sacked Ohio. $2.50; Illinois Early Ohios, $2.352.40.
Poultry Alive, steady. Fowls, SO
0 31c; springs,

L

A.

fa

?o
$OON -

NEW IU'NGUjOYV.
REAL E3TATK. FIRE INSURANCE.
brick,
Tin I.una iimilevnrd,
LOANS.
urnure, hardwood flours,
216 West Gold. basement,
Phone 168.
sidein
features.
built
Trees,
dandy
walks, gnruge, all for $8,700; good

Office Room.

FOR RENT

1

(

S

TOMTOM

WANTED

mod-

five-loo-

H"

RAROON

Valley ranches are our long suit.
veil wnnt tn Viuv land it will uav
to see us. We haye several rlo.se
modern houso, close In, you
In farms" now that can be bought;
fine
sleeping porch, worth the money.
large basement,
plumbing on both floors, garage and
CO.
The owner is
other outbuildings.
FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS
leaving city and will sell at a sacrifice.
Third and Gold
See
;

Male.

Houtes.

VOOU

FOR

HELP WANTED.

em home, with heating plant. Close In.
$27.52; Jan..
$27.40; March, $27.38; Bargain.
Vv
A. T. Care Journal.
.
May,
FOIt SALE Vine room house; four room
Spot Steady. Middling, $31.50.
apartment upstairs; hath room on each
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shade trees
610 West Coal.
and
NEW YORK MONEY.

2c.

.

Loan!

FilH HALE Kuril ishni liume, f:',000. Terms
pay 10 per cent. Phone
Fiik' SAl.E In (.lid Town,
al ' "tie
houso.
$7:.tl.00. I'. O. B
36, Old
Alt'Ufiut'njue, N. M.
FOU SALE Nice home, furnigfjed and
(tnod paying- business, $4,000, half coin.
Oungalow, Journal office.

4c 6c

s

stuc-

coed, large living roum with fireplace, South Seventh.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3.000.
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Highlands, close in.

WIHl

New
The stock
York,
market was In a state of suspended
animation during the greater part ot
today, but quickened and strengthened materially in the final hour, closing with a strong tone. United States
Steel and kindred shares featured the
h
at extreme advances of two
to four points.. The most obvious case
of cause and effect was furnished by
International Harvester, the common
shares of the domestic company gain.
,
....
ing,
,. f
- Metal
issues were, steady to strong
tinder lead of Utah Copper and
Granby Mining.
Moderate improvement was manifested by rails in the general advance of the last hour. Sales amounted to 265.000 shares,
Domestic and foreign bonds firm.
Liberty 2 ' touched 100. Sales agOld United
gregated.,. J5,375,000.
States bonds unchanged on call.

brick,

$3,500

dred Shares Feature in Advancing Two to Four Points;
.' Metal Issues Strong,
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$2,000.
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
118 WEST CENTRAL

OTG

IDS
TO ROBIN S ONK

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

$15.

W.

M.

weather fruit, none better put into
ami
our price is moderate, three sizes.
cans,
California peaches due this morning, lb. 15c
It's

a hot

Good lemons, dozen, 40c
Food License No.

U. S.

WARD'S
HOMER

STORE
H.

CRESCENT GROCERY
RODERT JONES

WARD

CW. and South Walter.

Marble Avenue.

S15

Phone

TODAY ONLY

Gloria
Swanson
"Station
Content"
IN

FEATURE IN
FIVE KEELS

TRIANGLE

ALSO A GOOD
COMEDY REEL

PICTURES

10c
5c

night.

DAILY

CHANGE

EXCEPT

SATURDAY'.

GREEN
FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
lino
pcuchcs, 11a rile! r pears, green guge plums,
jni(aloii-- i,
Ki'iiHs,
froc-stoi-

I

ing a session of court at Estancla, ar.
rived in the city yesterday, and will
probably leave for Las Cruces today.
The Knights of Columbus will hold
an important meeting at 8 o'clock tonight in St. Mary's hall on North
Sixth street. A full attendance is desired.
Black iiaa been
Miss Beatrix
pledged to the Alpha Chi Omega sorority of tho University of New Mexico, according to an announcement
made last night.
.Sheriff W. C. Simpson of Luna
county, who has Ufen on a two weeks'
vacation at I'ortales, N. M., was in Albuquerque yesterday. He was on his
nay home.
D. B. Benjamin of Kansas City, one
of the partners in the Harvey service,
who was in Albuquerque Sunday, has
gone to Deniingi He is expected to le
in Albuquerque again today.
The regular meeting of the. executive committee of the Albuquerque
chapter of the Red Cross, will meet
Saturday night, at 7:30 o'clock at the
Chamber of Commerce building.
The gauzo cutters of the lted Crows
are urged to meet in the gauze room
of the Chamber of Commerce building,
this afternoon. After today) the gauze
room will be opim for regular work.
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Presbyterian church will hold a
regular business meeting and social at
the home of Harold and Mabel Burton
at the Indian school at 8 o'clock to-

LYRIC

Adults
Children

...... 57$

Phone

...172-17$-17- 4

ip

I

"

j

watermelons, ImnanuH, mangoM,
Califorutu lettuce, young
radishes, celery, egg jiliint,
lucumliers, greon beans, chill,
toinulocs.

Mrs. .A. Baca, Mrs. A. R. Armijo and
baby, Alfonso, 713 South Fourth
stneet, left yesterday morning for
Quemado, N. M. Mrs. Armijo will return in two weeks but Mrs. Baca will
remain there.
The Red Cross chapter has requested that every person who has In their
possession a knitted garment shall turn
the same into headquarters at once.
The workers are asked to make an
accumulation of their work.
Mildred Douglas, world's champion
horseback rider among women, spent
some time in Albuquerque yesterday
en route from Wyoming to Magda-lenN. M., where she will take part'
In the round-up- .
The Eastern Star sewing club which
was to have met with Mrs. Charles
Cotter Tuesday afternoon will not
meet until Wednesday afternoon on
account of the funeral of Mrs. Guy L.
Rogers.
Herbert S. Maple, formerly a linotype operator for the Morning Journal, enlisted In the ordinance corps of
the army here yesterday and left last
night for El Paso. Ben S. Crowe and
James C. Rogers also enlisted in the
ordinance corps.
Andrea Moralles, who was charged
with the assault of J. Pence at
several days ago, was given his
choice of a (60 fine or sixty days in
Jail, when he faced Judge W. W.
yesterday afternoon. He took
the jail sentence.
D. A. Beckham and H. F. Brewer,
who lived on University Heights, have
left the city. Mr. Beckham has gone
to El Paso, Texas, where he will enter the employ of the federal reserve
bank of that city. Mr. Brewer, who
was at the State 'National bank, has
gone .to Magdalena, and may enter
the employ of the bank of that town.
Augustine Callahan, son of Cornelius Callahan, who was hurt in an automobile accident near La Bajada hill,
on the road between Albuquerque
and Santa Fe, about three months
his
recovered
ago, has practically
.health, and Is ready now to "da his
bit" toward, helping Uncle Sam "lick
the kaiser" and hlB horde of assassins
a,

I

Mattecccl, Palladlno&Co.
GROCERIES AND MEATS
4
Phones

601 W. TIJeraa.

495-49-

f
X

I Strong Brothers
Undertakers

75.

KTKONG

BIJC.. COPPEB

X

SI

'

citizens nro behind
Albuquerque's
the allied soldiers body and soul, if
the gathering at Robinson park for
the patriotic rally is an indication of
local patriotism. Approximately 2,000
persons gathered in the park and one
of the most enthusiastic meetings ever
held in the Duke City occupied an
hour and a half.
The success of the rally last night
is due largely to the efforts of Rabbi
Molse Bergman, who acted as ehair-.maof the meeting; Krcd K. Ellis,
leader of the municipal
band, and
.Stanley Seder, who led in the community singing of the Liberty chorus.
The meeting opened with a thirty
.minute concert by the band. Professor Ellis had prepared a unique
and delightful program of popular
airs and favorite American songs and
instrumental pieces and virtually
every selection met with the hearty
cheers and applause of the huge audience.
Following the band concert the Rev.
'Arthur M. Knud.ien, pastor of the
Lutheran church
a
here, offered
prayer of thanksgiving for the victories of the American and allied soldiers over the German army. He declared America Is In God's care and
prayed that the war might result In
a purer America and a cleaner Europe. He asked a blessing upon President Wilson and the government of.
flclals and prayed that Almighty God
might take the lead in the present
war for Justice. He closed his prayer
with a plea for the comfort and success of the soldiers who are fighting
in Europe and those who soon are to
go over there.
The community singing was a feature which apparently was the most
popular of the evening. The program
with a song "America" In
opehed
which virtually every man, woman
and child in the park joined.
This
was followed by the verse "God Save
Our Men." sung to the same tune.
"1.0 "Marseillaise,"
the French national hymn, proved exceedingly popular
The audience sang it with almost the same volume as the "Star
Spangled Banner," and demanded that
it be played and sung a second time.
Following the French hymn. "Over
There," perhaps the most
popular
song In American today, was sung.
The singing program closed with our
own national hymn, "The Star Spangled Banner."
A particularly delightful portion of
the program was the band renditions
of the national hymns of our allies.
Before each selection Rabbi Bergman
announced the hymn. Following are
the countries whose airs were played
and the names of the hymns: Belgium,
"La Brabanconne"; Greece; Ireland,
"Killarney": Scotland, "The Campbells Are Comin' "; Italy, "Garibaldi
Hymn"; Russia, "God Save Our Noble
Czar"; Japan; Great Britain, "Rule

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cart.
Martin

& Thorn.

Taxi, phone 273.

J. Porter Jones of Santa Fe arrived
In Albuquerque yesterday.
The Ladies of the Maccabees will
meet at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon in
the I. O. O. F. hall.
.

George 8. Hosllngtom

who

spent

the past week at the Jemesi Springs,
returned to the city yesterday.
Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Hust and son
left yesterduy morning for Santa Fe.
They wilt return to the city'this after,
noon.

Walter Raabe,

1315
North
Frank
Farmouth,
Third street, who was assisting the
driver of the Matthew Dairy company
to deliver milk, sustained a fracture
of the left leg just above the ankle
Sunday morning. He was attempting
to board the moving wagon when his
foot slipped and went under the
wheels of the wagon. Dr. R. L. Burton
set the fracture.
'Tne case of Emillo Baca, charged
with criminal assault on a
girl, Feliclta Sanchez, which had been
set for yesterday morning was continued. The defense asked for more
time In which to produce a certificate
street.
to prove the girl's ai?e. The hearing
The Christian Endeavor society of of A. Bcrta, on
the charge of failing
the Congregational church will meet to
a proper hotel register also
at the home of Miss Esther Slater. waskeep
continued.
vlOOl South Edith street, at 7:30 o'clock
Fairee (lonzalos, 15 year-ol- d
girl,
Wednesday night.
and Augustln Carrlllo, who were
The Mispah sewing class of th-on
a
charge
Sunday morning
Congregational . Sunday school will of disorderly conduct, were sentenced
meet at the home of Miss Ruth Key-sin- to
In
Jail
thirty days
yesterday morn1 109 South
High street, at 8 ing. The hearing was held following
o'clock Friday night.
an order from the girl's mother at
Mrs. John B. Lemon and daughter.
to the police here, asking
Miss Nell lmon, arrived here yester- Santa Fe
law take Its regular course.
that
the
from
will
make
Enid, Okla., and
day
Dr. W. R. Lovelace left Sunday night
their home at 800 North Second
for Fort Bayard, N. M. He will retreet.
Judge E. J Medler and District turn this morning.
Attorney II. B. Hamilton, after hold
Chas. E. Porter, of Weaver-Porte- r
Motor company, ha returned to tho
city from the east. While away Mr.
Porter signed the 1919 contract on
both the Nash and Oakland "Sensible.
by
accompanied
Rev. Carl Armerding, left yesterday
for
Bear
where
canyon,
they
morning
will go into camp for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis 1 If eld and
daughter, Mrs. Leopold Meyer, after
a stay of two days at the Jemez
Springs, have returned to the city.
Warren Graham, city treasurer, left
yesterday morning In an automobile
for Toas and Hlo Arriba counties on
business. He will be absent several
weeks.
The Woman's Missionary society
will meet at 3 o'clock this afternoon
In business session at the home of
Mrs. J. C. Jones, 7 IB South Edith

s

g,

SPRINGER

HAULS ANYTHING

Six" automobiles.

J

-

J.

15,1

IS

LOCAL AUTO CLUB WILL
RECRIUT FOR Y. M. C.

M.

HARTMAN AND O'CONNELL
HELD FOR GRAND JURY

The state yesterday morning withdrew the charges of misdemeanor
against Norman E, Hartman and Jack

The National Life Insurance Company of the Southwest completed Its
first year of writing life Insurance
yesterday.
They have written during
their first year life Insurance in excess
of two and one-hamillion dollars
without having a single death claim.
This Is a record seldom made by new
insurance companies, and a great
amount of credit for this showing is
due to the careful selection of risks
by the medical department, under the
supervision of Dr. John F. Pearce
medical director.
The company's pay roll including
home office employes and agents is
approximately
$100,000 per year,
practically all of which money remains in the city of Albuquerque.
These kinds of Institutions build up
the city and it, Is not strans that this
local company receives a great amount
of home support.
The company's funds are administered by its finance committee, whic h
committee consists of John Becker,
chairman: Capt. W. C. Held, Nathan
Jaffa, John F. Pearce, J. A. Weinman
and E. T. Chase. Most of these men
have been residents of New Mexico
for practically a life time, and their
knowledge of local Investments marks
them as the strongest financial set of
men in the state.
The company is contemplating the
erection of a home office building in
Albuquerque in the near future. This
class A
building will be a
building, steel construction throughout, and upon its completion will rank
as the finest office building in the

Better to be born lucky than wise.
Gambling h always bad if you don't win.
Jimmy Farrell is a lucky boy; he's lucky at cards
and lucky in love.
There is no chance. which does not return.
AI.KO

Matinee

1

Night 6

tD 11

Children 5c, Adults 10c
.Children lCc, Adults 15c

to 6

Coming Thursday Only

Thcda Bara in Two Orphans
BJHBafiKSSjrBSKai

THEATER
TODAY and TOMORROW

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

V7"

fit

v"

4

'

o

""V

to Santa Fe
Albuquerque
Commencing week July 2.
Singer Taxi Co., Phono 600.

Isidro Sanchez, who with Felipe
Roble, was charged with stealing a
sack of flour from the store of A.
Trosello on South Second street late
Saturday afternoon, was fined $50 by
Police Judge W. W. McClellan yesterday morning, Both men testified that
they did not kpow hof some of the
flour happened to be in their wagon.
Sanchez at first gave notice of appeal
but later paid the finc; Roble told
what the court considered a more sat
isfactory story and his case was dismissed. The extra sack of flour wnn
tlll'ntfwl nVttf in tha tnnA n .Imlnfu,...,.
tion.

--

ytt

";

Leaves Mondays,

I

Wednesdays,
Fridays
and Saturdays.

J

Car leaves Albuquerque 7 a. m.
Santa Fe, 4:30 p. m.
Fure One Way, t3.73

Round Trip, $:.00

.

r

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

"Chase Me Charlie"

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

British Canadian Recruiting
Mission

Essanay

THE INIMITABLE

All persons wishing to enlist In the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

IN

i

George Roslington
Officer

.

Resident

"Chase Me, Charlie"
A CHAPLIN JINGLE in Five Reels.

bus-nes- s;

Dog License Notice

Apply

1

All dog license expired
July Sl 1918. Licenses
may be obtained at the
Office of the City Clerk.
The Police have been
Instructed to enforce

Bryant's Delivery

The Best Hot Weather Picture in the Market
"CURRENT EVENTS"
'
'
,

j-

SEE THE WORLD.

-

...IOC

i to o Admission
6 to 11

Adults 15c, Children 10c

the ordinances against
all delinquents.
GEO. D. HAMMOND,
City Clerk

,
.".jinn

1-

MARRON

DR.

til

Pay your

Phone

831--

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See

Many

f

Chocolate Shop Chocolate

Are
v

Farm Labor Agent

GRIMSHAWS

"JOURNAL

MORNING

Second and Central
"Grlmshftv WmM to See Ton"

rf riiii nil it

nnnimrnr in

'f'-- '

We have for sale at Bernalillo, N. M., some
choice DUROC JERSEY SOWS AND
BOARS. The large sows and boars are registered; the small ones are subject to registration. If you are in the market for some
extra fine stock, let us hear from you.

LABORERS
WANTED

HELD TODAY

iMiii i

Putney's Prize Pigs

ALONSO

WEST CENTRAL

Red Cross' dues. This
a duty you should not
neglect.
FARM
The Real Hoover Candy

KEYSTONE COMEDY

L

Santa Pc Stage

SANCHEZ FINED $50 ON
FLOUR STEALING CHARGE

possession.

TWO-REE-

"HAUNTED BY HIMSELF."

SUITS CLEANED,

I

"THE TURW OF A CARD"

Sr.

O'Connell and immediately substituted charges of criminal assault against
both men, on the ground that they
were principals of the second degree
in the Pulliam case.
Following the new charges, the
counsel for the defense pleaded, not
guilty for the two men nnd waived
preliminary hearing. The two wero
held for the grand jury on $2,500
southwest.
bonds.
Beforo 10 o'clock, the hour the
hearing of Hartmnn and O'Connell
$1
was scheduled to begin, the court
Four suits pressed $1.25.
room at the city hall was filled to capacity with men and women. Some Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
of the women went to the city hall as
Delivery. Phone A00.
early as 8 o'clock, many taklpg their
morning paper with them and sat
reading until court opened.

immediately
A. Evcrltt. Jeweler.

Funeral services for Mrs. Guy L.
Rogers, 32 years old, who died at a
local hospital at 6 o'clock Sunday
afternoon after a short Illness, will
be held in St. John's Episcopal
church at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
The Rev. E. N. Bullock will officiate
and burial will be in Fairvle v cere-ter-

Jo

lf

FOR RENT
IDEAL THEATER
Fully equipped and ready for

FUNERAL OF MRS.
GUY ROGERS WILL

PARALTA PLAYS

of

The Albuquerque Automobile club
Is In receipt
FOR QUICK SERVICE
of. a communication
Phone 601.
from the American Automobile asso223 Wort Copper.
ciation requesting Albuquerque members to use their influence in securLivery and sndcDe burgee. Trimble'i
ing volunteers, to go to France in Red Barn.
behalf of the Y. M. C. A., who ivre
automobile mechanics. The American
GENTRY'S EGGS
association states that there are now
200 automobile trucks out of comHawkins, Skinner, Champion,
mission because of lack of men to
and Son Jose Market; 63c dozen.
drive and repair them, and our boys
over there are suffering In conse
BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
quence.
Good compensation
will be paid
$
South First, Phone 221.
capable men and they will be doing
a, signal service to their country.
'Two-Bit- "
Members should notify 13. T C hase,
of
ihe
local
auto.noblle
secretary
is

BE

YEAR OLD

I

Pick of the Pictures.

FOR RENT Furnished five-roonow bungalow. Sleeping porch and
Britannia"; France, "La Marseil- large basement. All modern
improvelaise"; United States, medley of patri- ments. Close, in. Inquire of Mrs. Io-l-l
otic songs concluded with "The Star
Meyer, 701 West Ooinwr. Phone
1010.
Spangled Banner."
An announcement of the progress
of our armies and those of the allies CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
during yesterday brought cheer after
PHONE 567
cheer from the assembly.
FREE CALL
DELIVERY
AND
The rally was closed with three
BATCH'S OLD STAND
cheers for the success of the allied

armies,'

ifvljU

COOLEST PLACE IN TOWN

Davison and his (laughter. Miss Celestlne Davison, each
filed
suit in the district court
yesterday afternoon against Mark
Pulliam for a. total sum of $15,000.
The suit followed the preliminary
hearing of Pulliam held last Friday
and Saturday, which resulted in his
being held for the stand jury on
$5,000 bond, charged with assault.
The suit brought by the father ot
the girl is for $5,000, while that of the
girl is for $10,000. Mr. Iavison alleges in the complaint that he "has
been deprived of the services and
earnings of his minor child, Celestine
Davison, and has be.m damaged in
the' sum of $5,000."
The suit filed by Miss Davison alleges that "the acts of the defendant
have caused her great physical suffering, tremendous mcntul agony and
everlasting disgrace, to her damage in
the sum of $10,000."

n

Ba-rel-

LOCAL ITEMS

'

OF

TODAY AND TOMORROW
House of High Class Pictures and Music

I

INSURANCE

Misdemeanor Firm Has Written Two and a
Against Hartman and Half Million Dollars Without
0'Connell Substituted With
Having Had a Single Death
Claim in 12 Months,
Accusations of Felony,

Charges

Community Singing, Prayer
and Patriotic Music Form
Draws
Program Which
Show of Patriotism Here.

Pineapples

HIS

BY

DRAWTHQU

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PHONE

NATIONAL LIFE
tin

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
ABSOLUTELY

PULLIJUH'ISSUED

RALLY

AVE.

OFFICE

y.

Pallbearers have teen announced
as follows: Tom Hughes. C. 8. ?Iuy-deErnest Landolfi, J. E. Cox, F.
R. Harris and J. Hasgard.
The body of Mrs. Rogers will lie
In state in the Strong Brothers chapel
from i o'clock this morning until
noon. 7 ho casket will- not be opened
at the church
'

F. B. Schwentker, accompanied by
Mrs. Schwentker and children,,
to the city yesterday from
southern California, whore they spent
their vacation, visiting the nearby sea
v
'
coast resorts.
Persona who wtai

to renew or take

oat membership tn the Red Ctom
ran do ao by calling at Strong's Book
Co Grinishaw't
Store, O. A. Matson
or Mr, n. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
Ihe chairman of the Membership com
raltiee. No.

'''

lUl.n

B. M. WlMilAMS

Dentist
YOUR HAULING BY TONS Etoonu 1
and S. Waiting Building
H Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
pn0ne No, 684.
Phoue lit,
Comer Second nntf Qui.
.

,

a

-

C GIELITZ
MERCHANT TAILOR

LOUIS

Just received, fine line of English
Suiting for Autumn and Winter
107 SOUTH FOURTH
Third door north of Postofflce.

For Sale

Bakery

A good paying: propo-

sition doing $3,000 per
month business, in live
town in New Mexico.
Reason for selling
partner in army. Inquire Box 50, Journal
Office. ."?,'
'

USED CAR SALE
Look Over the List Toe lUj
rind Just What You Want.
One
Overland
Touring,
S passenger
$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$460
.
One Overland
excellent con- v touring (in
new
$S00
dition) almost
One Dodge Touring
$200
One Overland Touring,
- passenger
. $250
One Dort, Touring.
.$450
One Overland Light Touring,
5 passenger
$150
One Wyllis-KnigTouring,
7- excellent
passenger (an
,
, .
buy)
$1250
MANY
BARGAINS , AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

L

B,

Putney Mercantile Go.
,

Bernalillo, N. M.

--

6-

aKBsnOBBHI
GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Win, L. Staley & Co.. Second and
.
Gold Ave.

......

--

Gallup Lamp
Cerrllloa Lump

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421. -

Hahn Coal Co.

;

'

LUMBER
CO.
423 N. First.

Gallup Stove
Cerrllloa Stove

PRONE 9t

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

T

10.

D
613-51-

5

"w.

CO.
Central,

i

'
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
,
Coke, MHI Wood, factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime,''

